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BEGINNING OUR 34th SEASON SEPTEMBER 17, 1966

A REQUEST FROM THE WEST

"I enjoy reading the DX NEWS although I wish more West Coasters would send their Mus-
ings. I will shortly!" -Dave Brown - 1205 East 61 Street - Tacoma, Wash., 98404
(Your Editor would like to add his like wishes, Dave, & what say, out there? -ERC)

MONTREAL CONVENTION GREAT!

ANDY RUGG & SAM SIMMONS have endeared themselves to all who attended this year’s fine
Montreal Convention. Everything was great, including the hotel, the meeting rooms,
the food, and the fellowship — and the Convention itself! No one who was there will
be likely to forget the fine time all had in this friendly city. We expect that Andy
or Sam will send us a list of those who were there, and also a summary of the activi-
ties of the 1966 NRC Convention.

WHAT'S NEW?

A NEW EXECUTIVE SECRETARY! And we congratulate and welcome our present IDXD Editor,
JOHN CALLARMAN, into this key post with the NRC. DICK COOPER, who is forced to relin-
quish this post because of doctor’s orders to cut down a bit on his work, will indeed
be a difficult act to follow, but we have the greatest of confidence in John, who we
know will keep up the excellent tradition of this post in the style to which we have
become accustomed.

A NEW IDXD EDITOR! When John takes over the Executive Secretary post, the new IDXD
man will commence his duties, and we are pleased to welcome GORDON NELSON to this im-
portant NRC post! Here is a man who most certainly is an expert in the field of over-
seas DX, and we are looking forward to reading his column, when he takes over in the
near future! So the NRC Governing Board is now made up of these two gentlemen, plus
your "old" Editor, Ernie Cooper.

NEXT ISSUE IN TWO WEEKS

Yes, it's getting to be "that time" again, and we will as usual turn out 34 issues of
DX NEWS in Volume 34, with this #1. We will have issues dated October 1, 15, & 29, &
with the 10/29 DX NEWS we'll be on our WEEKLY way once again. From past experience,
we recall that often these first issues of a new season are a little skimpy, so we beg
EVERYBODY to pitch in & report to all sections to that that will not be the case this
year. Deadlines in Houston & Punxsutawnye will be the Mondays before publication date,
and in Brooklyn, the Tuesday before same. Please continue to send IDXD material to
John Callarman (address above) until we notify you of the date change when Gordie will
take over this important column.

Mon. Nov. 14 W H T C 1450 Holland, Michigan 250 4:15-4:45

S_P_E_C_I_A_L_S

Location Watts AM, E.S.T. Info from

Mon. Sept. 26 W O R X 1270 Madison, Indiana 1,000 4:00 - 4:30 IRCA
Mon. Oct. 31 W J P B 1230 Kissimmee, Florida 1,000 3:00 - 3:30 IRCA
Sun. Nov. 6 W N W I 1030 Valparaiso, Indiana 250 2:00 - 3:00 NRC
Mon. Dec. 25 W R Y T 950 Boston, Massachusetts 5,000 4:00 - 5:00 NRC

(WORK will be on the same time the last Monday of each month, through December 26-IRCA)

MORE CONVENTION NEWS WILL BE FOUND ON PAGE TWO.
ALAN MERRIMAN will again be our CPC Chairman, and he asks us to publicize the fact he wants more NRC members to become a part of this interesting committee. You will enjoy succeeding in arranging for special DXes and learning of special TESTs. We hope many of you will be interested in so serving the NRC & its fine members. Write today to Alan Merrimen, Box 6, Fairfax, Virginia, 22030.

LEN KRUSE will again supply us with a Construction Permit (CP) list, and a Condition of Frequencies list, two invaluable columns appearing regularly if intermittently, in DX NEWS. Many Convention goers received "advance copies" of both lists.

JOE FELD will become "Special Features" Editor. He will handle special columns, like some of the technical discourses NRC has brought you from time to time, along with any other items not fitting into the other sections.

DICK COOPER will continue to be NRC's Publisher for the time being, but will not be a member of the Governing Board. The Governing Board, again, now consists of John Callarman, Gordon Nelson, and Ernie Cooper.

BART CRONIN made the only official bid for the 1967 Convention Site, and we are very pleased to announce that EUGENE, OREGON, will be the scene for the next NRC Shindig, & it will mark the first time NRC has ever had a Convention in a Far Western clime. Our hearty thanks and congratulations to Bart, for his fine presentation of his city as the 1967 Convention City, as Bart says, in Eugene, Oregon (pronounced "Orygun."�)

JOHN CALLARMAN drafted a Constitution and By-Laws for NRC, but it was turned down by the assemblage, whose reason was collectively condensed into "We are satisfied the way things are now; why complicate things?" The NRC Governing Body was of course, very touched by this sentiment, and we will be happy to continue as of yore.

STEVE WEINSTEIN AND MIKE TILBROOK were appointed Domestic Contest Managers for the new NRC year, and there are going to be FIVE - yes, FIVE - separate contests this year! The rules for them will be found on Page 19. Our thanks to Steve & Mike for volunteering to handle this interesting phase of DXing for NRC's members this Winter.

A minute of silent tribute and prayer was observed by all at the Saturday night banquet in memory of our beloved Ray Edge & members of his family, who died so tragically in that horrible auto accident last October 12th.

Again, our heart-felt thanks go out to Andy Rugg & Sam Simmons, who left no stone unturned in producing one of the most memorable NRC Conventions in the annals of our 33 year history. A great job, well done, and long-to-be-remembered by all.

ON THE STATION'S STATIONERY - WORX-1270

Mr. Bernard Duffy
405 Jefferson St., Madison, Ind., 47250

Dear Sir:

"I'm sorry you were unable to receive our well-publicized test. As you probably did not know, we were in the process of installing two new transmitters. On the day prior to the first scheduled test our old (15 yrs.) AM transmitter ceased to function. I decided that it was easier to wait about three hours and have the new transmitter ready for sign-on rather than fix the old one and then still have to complete construction of the old one.

"I'm glad to see that some one from a considerable distance was listening. I hope you will be tuned in for the series of tests the IRCA & I have worked. I am sure your report will be received and answered promptly. If I can be of any assistance to you, please don't hesitate to contact me."

-Good DXing,  
(signed) Gene P. McAvoy.

Our thanks to Bernie for sending us this fine letter, and remember, the WORX tests will be on the LAST MONDAY of September, October, November, & December, on 1270 kilocycles, from 4:00 to 4:30 a.m., E.S.T. We hope you will all tune in and report, as Mr. McAvoy is testing these two new 1,000 watt transmitters. Info from IRCA.
DX NEWS

Roger Winsor - 739 Juniper Drive - Valparaiso, Indiana - 46383

DX has been slightly great this last week & I see it has been some time since I was last in these pages, so here goes. Veries since last reported are; v/l - WDFW WXUF KTKO WMTT WCTAM WFWM WOCO KSUD WPIK KSAL CJSS KXEA. Come to think of it, noF/qs. 730 is a good frequencey here, as noted by KSUD WFWM WPIK veries. To go into each day of DX would be too much, but during the month of July I did log KTKO on r/c per list, WADM s/on, WMID & WKNY both on ES, good graveyards, WOCO on ET on 7/23, WGEN very faint u/static on r/c, KSUD/WFWM s/off 7/23, WOCO on ET 7/29, was KKim on f/c 7/29, KFOR for one ID on 1240 to complete Lincoln. WKNY s/off at midnight, WPIK-750 ET 8/2 at 12:50, HJAC, TGO & R. Managua-965 here every night, TGO heard c/WGBS 8/8. 8/7 saw my first Canadian ET in CJSS-1220 from 1:34-1:50 w/WJPB in Kissimme, Fla, on the same night. Also on 8/6, I logged WYPR-970 Danville, Va. on ET @ 1:35, WXXX-970, new Tenn. w/ID @ 2am, WACO to RS s/off @ 2:130, CKEM RS c/w @ 1:59, KXEA f/c 1:40-2 & lastly KCUB-1290 s/off @ 3am after RS, w/NOIL/WIL, WICE weak after KCUB s/off. WTPS-1560

Portage, Mich. 1,000 now on ES, per tip from Don Eggert. Thanks Don again. WGEN-1500 s/off 8/25 @ 8 along w/KGKR. Does anyone have the powers of TGO TGG HAAC & R. Managua? Total now 19 countries heard, 49 states w/47 verified & anxiously awaiting K Cub's arrival. KSAL verie very interesting as CE was very surprised I logged them on DA, as they don't come this way at night, mentioning letters from Sweden in particular. Oh yes, on 8/1 I logged WFGW for second time try on ET w/great signal, also KNOX r/c.

Don Eggert - 1925 East Bowman Street - South Bend, Indiana - 46613

8/13. Hi. Time for another Musing already. I'm sorry that I won't be able to make the Convention this year because school starts just a day or two after that weekend. Anyway, I did have a great time up at Frank Merrill's a few weeks ago, also nice seeing his new picture sucker for TV DX. The big news here is that I have a new RX, a used SK-88-A. It is surely a great improvement over the other things I've had. Any of you guys who have small RXes should make the best (ops, second best, NNC #1) investment & get a good RX. Sure it costs the $$. Naturally I've been DXing like mad, & have logged the following; 7/16- WBTZ-1400 AN @ 12:42, WJLL-1440 @ 12:56 (sounded like ET), WLZL-1430 in all day on new RX, WMRR-1540 u/WKOI all day, unID FF on 680 @ 10:45pm w/rr (wh0n is this?) WFRG-1400 @ 11:42pm temporarily, & KBST-1170 @ midnight u/NVLA. 7/17 - KCKT-1420 @ 3:11am w/WHK nowhere in sight, WCUI-1150 @ 4:05am, WYPS-730 in all day, as is WFOX-650 u/o WMHR, same w/WOOD-1300, WGD-1410 @ 8:15 s/off, & KCUB-1280 @ 8:28 s/off. 7/19, relatively new KMEJ-1520 heard here almost every day at SR & again w/SSS. 7/20- WKONT-1520 @ 7:56 s/off (carries Cleveland ES). WIXY-1260 @ 9:39pm, 7/21- KM-1070 w/RC @ 6:38am. 7/23- WITY-980 & WAFE-980 both heard all day & WSST-960 whose XR is only a mile S of here. 7/24- WLV-1340 & WJIN-1240 dominating their frequencies all AM, WDUZ-1400 @ 3am, CHLO-680 @ 3:55 w/rr, WCVS-1450 @ 3am. 7/25-AM- TG300 to 1 am s/off in SS for country #10. Later, WDXK-1260 @ 8:15pm s/off. 7/25- WNO-1490 @ 6:54am w/WITU off due to power failure, WXVA-1150 @ 7:29pm, & WDOR-910 @ 8:10pm, 7/30- WGIN-1320 @ 1:55 w/ET/TT, WTPS-1560 now on air & comes in w/good signal all day, WATC-900 @ 8:05pm, WCCM-1300 @ 8:26 s/off o/WKGE, WEF-1430 @ 8:30 s/off but now heard all day. 7/31- WDFW-910 @ 4:05pm, WAUK-1510 @ 8:30 s/off. 8/6- WNF-1470 @ 11:02 during WMRD null, WFLR-1420 @ 11:45 w/TT, WGBR r/TT @ 2:15. Also heard un r/c from WDOT-1440 @ WGEO-1420. Later, WCRC-1360 @ 7:45pm s/off, & WSAM-1460 @ 8pm s/off. That brings total logged to 310. Veries are v/l- KMEJ WITC, v/c WITK for their July f/c. Best frequencies here now for stations logged are 1440 w/29, 1580 w/19, & 1370 w/15. I guess that's about all. 73 & good DX. (Thanks for fine card, Don! -EFC)


Lots of TT stations, but all using DD ID (Deaf & Dumb ID). WKNY-1490 Kingston, NY, is now AN-7, verie wack in six days, I've been chasing him for 20 years. See, I don't curse AN problem, I perseverate a lot. Verie in from CHIN-1540, report off to WMAE-1250 on 8/22, CHNO silent MMs. Incidentally I have noticed CHUM-1050 off testing now XR mot AMs 3-4:45am EDT. I eat on 1470k 8/22, here's line-up: 3:15EST CFOX s/on, 4:00, CHOW s/on, both on Canada; 4:01, Yank, didn't get call, TT smeared, plus two Careubs, 4:01:50 WTVT band-SSB. I hope to see you all in Montreal if doc allows. Colitis been giving me fits four weeks now. I've been on "Stelazine Drug" past three weeks (they give you this after major stomach surgery) Still have rough time, now I'm taking "Parnates" & Stelazine, normally they give these only in hospital. I am getting them owing to mad experience. (Sorry you didn't make the Convention, Bill - we missed you -EFC)
Hi y'all. Once again I dust off the ol' typewriter to send in my latest to good ol' DX NEWS. Despite all DX, I have had fantastic luck w/DX lately. In three weeks I have gone from 279 to 312 stations. Three new veries came in: WNJR CKOY & CBO sent a v/c, v/l, & the latest copy of the CBC Times. DX went like this: CMGY-550 Havana 12:30am, CHOW-1470, Wellington, Ont. 1:30pm; WHEH-1440 Warren 0. 11pm s/off; WMBR-1480 Jackson- ville, Fla. 11:25pm. WTOP-1380 Winston-Salem, 12:22am. WKNZ-800, Camden, N J 21:15pm. KQV-1410 Pittsburgh, 11:29pm. WKNM-1360 Kalamazoo, Mich. 10:45pm. WAVY-1350 Portsmouth, Va. 11:03pm. WHBG-1360 Harrisonburg, Va. 11:12pm f/c; WBEC-960 Birmingham, Ala. 12:04am. WHEH-1480 Richmond, 12:30am. WSCS-1390 Charleston, SC midnight. CKPH-1430 Toronto, 12:55am. WATF-1360 Miami Beach, 1:17. WBNX-1380 New York, 2:05am broadcasting in SS. WOOD-1390 Columbus, O. 2:30am. I got this one while local WTHI went off the air for about an hour. This is irregular as WTHI does not have a fixed s/off sked. WIST-1240 Charlotte, NC 3:05am. KELI-1430 Tulsa 3:30; WHKY-1290 Hictory, NC 4:05am. WCAP-960, Lowell, Mass. 4:25am. WYRY-970, Danville, Va. 4:28am. WHJE-820, Greensburg, Pa. 4:33am. WHEN-620, Syracuse, 4:35am. WELK-1010, Charlottesville, Va. 7:05am. I got this immediately following the s/off of local WSID-1010. WMAQ-1490 Marietta, O. 11:32pm. WHEH-1450, Jackson, Mich. 11:35pm. WPEC-1330, Greenville, SC, 12:05am. WAVL-1340 Grand Rapids, Mich. 12:48am. WLBJ (how about them call letters)-1410 Bowling Green, Ky. 11:15pm. WCOR-1440 Rockford, Ill. 12:06am s/off. WWD-990 Dawson, Ga. 12:16am. WDBK-1490, Chattanooga, Jr. 12:28am. So much for DX. If anyone is interested in trading SCs, drop me a line & let me know. That's it for now so let's send in those Musings & give Ernie something to o. B C W U.

Like Lewinton - 11 Phoenix Road - Kentfield, California.

Greetings to the NRC from amex-IRCAer! xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx This is my first Musings. I just moved out to California from Bethesda, Md. where I had lived most of my life. RX here is a Knight-kit R160-A, using two antennas: a 35" spiral loop & a 70' longwire (often hitched together, getting some characteristics of both). Location is 500' right up Mt. Tamalpais - an excellent view of the whole Bay area without too much trouble from any Bay-rea locals. So far it is not too much DX O only one really static-free evening since I moved out here. That was the evening of 8/21 (w/good DX fortunately continued into MM 8/22). DX includes: 8/21- SS-1100 fair 11:45pm after WKYC off, probably BJAT; Cuba-780 good 11:30pm. 8/22- SS-880 good 12:10, probably TGJ; weak stations fighting on 1210 around midnight, WCAU seemed to be off. KITS-910 strong 2:15am w/OC (KWBP's?). CBC-1070 strong 2:30, CFAX? KRLD-1060 w/unid QRM, 3am. WNDI-1245 fair w/o CMCI, 3:15. WBE-1550 fair w/weak station under, 3:20. WING-1410 good w/strong local KPAI slop, 3:27. KFJZ-1270 strong w/Cuban way under, 3:45; Cuban jammers-1140 fair 3:45; weak stations on 850 & 860, 3:50; WABC-770 very strong 3:59, possibly a weak station under; unID-1460 rr 4:10, any ideas? KDON off but bad KZL slop. WHK-1420 in clear 3:27, but 1420 sounded like a mess by 4:10. KDVI-1270 (first ARI), ever ET 4:15. KEKO-1380 fair but in clear, no trace of wanted KPOI, 4:25. WGAU-1220 dominant 4:43 w/11 mx station under, Cuba? WIVA-1140 w/strong 4:35 w/office NT, CBO-990 still clear 4:28, CBO-940 w/CBC "s/off," 4:59, fading; OJS-360 s/5am in PP, strong & in clear; R. Americas-1155 fair 5:15, WATR-1260 fair 5:16, KIOA-940 solid c/CBM by 5:15; CHAL-900 strong 5:30; KYW-1060 weak w/CFON, local NX, & (last but not least) WLIK-1270 on top w/QRM 5:30. Later (9:30pm) on 8/22: CMCA-830 way w/1000. FS- I've decided to dispose of the R160-A in a swap shop & get a used National NC183-D. Giving the National a shop run, I find it working 100% better! 73. (Welcome to the NRC, Mike, & we hope you'll be a regular Musings reporter to NRC! -ERC)

Bernie Duffy - 1100 Clover Road - Apt. 6H - Staten Island, New York - 10312

The only DXing I've done at this new address was on 8/29, with this result: WNEV's TT easily topped WNDK-1260 @ 2:30-2:40am EST. That's the first time I got that Miami station, so this seems to be a good location for DXing. They verified by card at once. The accompanying letter from Gene McAlvey, of WORX, Madison, Ind. explains why they"did n't show" w/their promised test that AM. Sorry I had to miss the Convention - I hope it was a banner one.

Edward Judd - Manitoak Drive - Oxford, Connecticut

This is my first Musings report. I hope I'm doing it right. DX: 8/15- R. Americas-9:45pm, SIMPO 3:2142, WTOP 11:44pm 64455. 8/16- WOR 2:47pm 55455. Veries: WMAA (five days) WNEV (six days) WHN (six days). I guess that's all. Thank you, (Welcome to the NRC, Edward - all OK but please add frequencies w/your catches, OK? -ERC)
nice visit w/John & Rick Heneiko after the first leg of our trip. Bill Zens & I recently visited WPFE & many of their reports (NRC included) were as Jerry Star says, ECHH! I personally feel that any report an NRCer would not want a fellow NRCer to see should not be sent in the first place. Now, down to DX. This Summer has proved very profitable DX-wise w/several new states heard & subsequently verified. 6/27- WINX-1600 5:25am. 7/2- WBRM-1550 1:15-1:30 r/c. CKDM-730 2:45-3:10 w/rr; no verie yet. WMAX-1480 3:15-3:30 r/c. WHKY-1290 4:10am s/pg-4:40, L&G. 7/7- My best daytime catch, WYLO-540 heard all day w/c/w mx; without loop nothing but WKEQ-550 spillover. 7/13- Local WPFE's tower blown down in storm. I logged the following while WPFE was off the air: WBRJ-910 @ 4:30pm; WJCB-910 @ 6:35pm; KEGC-910 @ 9:15pm. 7/14- WDEL-1150 & WMAA @ 10:05 (Del. #1) but not enough for a report. 7/18- A great MM w/three new states logged. WLET-1420 12:45-12:55 r/c. KWDB-1550 1:23-1:35 Etting (ND #1) I sent them a taped report but no answer yet. KXYO-1410 2:05-2:15 w/WING (ltyo. #1). KOB-770 @ 2:27 (NM #1). 7/23- KWEW-1480 NM 2-2:15 r/c. Recent veries: v/q- CFPR WSCS WIND KSL CBN. v/f- WLET KMOV KHEE KHKX w/pencil MAXX WJKR WYLO w/CW. v/f- WINX KOMA WAS WBN. Verie from KNEW written on CM. 73s, Beat 'em Buce, & the Green Weenie to your Meta too, Ernie!

**Bill Raczko - 3015 Lincolnshire Boulevard East - Toledo, Ohio - 43606**

Greetings! The purchase of a Heathkit GD-125 C-Multiplier recently has brought me more new stations in August than in all of May-July! Here's the DX: 8/1- WCGR-1150 12:00am. 8/5- WDEL-1150 3:58am s/on-SSB, WSHU-550 4:23am. 8/6- WFLI-1070 test; 3:12am. 8/8- WYAK-1300 12:40am, WHTF-1330 12:45, KEB-1220 12:47, WOL-1450 1:48, WEXN-1380 SS 2am, WEDC-1240 2:30, WQX-790 2:45, CKFX-1430 3:05, WENY-1350 3:20am. 8/12- CKOY-1310 11:35pm. 8/20- WMIR-1550 7:57pm s/off-SSB. 8/24- WNAV-1430 4:13am, WHEE-1440 4:30am s/on-SSB, KIOA-940 5:04am killed CBN. Reports sent to WGR-1220 WLCT-1380 test, WDEL-1150 WNAV-1430 WHEH-1440 KIOA-940 (do they verify?) CJSF-710 WMEX-1510. Veries in are WDEL WNAS-1230 & WERK-920. ERC- Sorry about all the vrossouts in this Musing. The new Toledo station, WTTO-1520, will be on air in September. Times are 5:30am to 1am. Power is 1kw. I am now collecting 50s, & have WTD to trade for yours. I also swap WPFE cards & correspond w/anyone. In response to the question brought up by Lynn Brooks, I would be willing to HELP make membership certificates for the NRC. Anyone else have any opinions? One last thing: On 8/24 I heard three stations s/on within two minutes of each other on 970kHz @ am. All new SSB. Anyone know who they were? 73.

**Bob Grubbe - 4403 Hoover Street - Rolling Meadow, Illinois - 60008**

Time for a long over-due report. I hope all members are having a ball at the Convention. I couldn't make Montreal, but did make two others this Summer. I dropped by the ANARC in K.C. (while on vacation) for one day & enjoyed meeting Bruce Reynolds & Richard Wood of the NRC, plus other DXers. Then last weekend, I spent a day at Milwaukee at the IRCA Convention. I met quite a few NRCers, such as Len Kruse, Roger Wisor, Bob Zwier, Wayne Flunkett, Richard Wood (again) Tom Mann, Larry Lehmer, Rick Evans, & probably more that I don't remember at the moment. Certainly nice meeting these people after reading their words in DX NEWS for years. I am in the process of moving the HQ-160 to the basement where I will have plenty of room to DX. The only drawback is that the loop doesn't work as well down here. I have tried remoting it, but the cable capacitance fouls the tuning up, so I guess I will have to make do. The loop is almost a necessity here, since I am only two miles from the WGN & WEEM XRs. They really sputter the band. Well, time to quit. My many thanks to Richard Cooper, Ernie Cooper, John Callaman, Joe Brauner, & to all those who work so hard to keep the NRC greatest.

**Dave Dawson - Box 375 - Manchester College - North Manchester, Indiana**

Surprise of all surprises, CE George James of KPIK sent a v/f a year & a half after I reported! In the last year I've gotten veries from WHE CKLW WHEB & KFJM. That must be some kind of new record! My last Musing & last bit of DXing done was last April so I haven't bothered "filling in" the pages of DX NEWS. This Summer I worked at the Wawasee Marina, Lake Wawasee. I was too "occupied" for DXing then so I hope to twist the dials a few nights before school starts. Sorry I haven't kept up correspondence. SCers, WLY-1450 began printing its "Live 45" & then WOWO began its "Double Dozen Plus One." WGR-1280 prints its survey every Sunday in the paper & Tri-State Distributors issues a sheet of "40 Hot Pops." If anyone wants some, write either Manchester or Fort Wayne & I'll send them when I can. I hope everyone had a blast at Montreal! Good DX in the coming season!
Greetings to all. DX-wise, my recent trip to Mexico was somewhat uneventful. Best reception on my GE transistor portable came from KTH-740, which was quite readable all the way down to the Guatemala border. While in Yucatan I was able to receive home locals WLCY-1380 & WSUN-620 rather well. I visited only one station while there, grave-yarder XECE in Oaxaca. Geante there spoke some ES so we managed to communicate. I listened to VOA SW NxCast while there. Apparently many of the small stations tape the VOA SS NX & use it as their regular NX. Though it's highly unlikely many will receive this one (who knows what our Texas boy wonders are going to come up with?) reports should go to Sr. Enrique Alvarez, Apio 229, Oaxaca, Oax. A few verities have straggled in lately, those being: v/q - WBAM (five months) WAA (for 570 report). v/f - WACO. v/ WRNL WKCN WANN WLET (handwritten). Best DX: 8/15- XERH-1500 D.F. @ 12:13 w/TOP, CFOR-1570 Ont. @ 4:35 w/XERF. MM 8/29 - La Hoa Nacional on 1030 = 11:45-12:05, would this be XEQR? (Yes - ERC) SSS is apparently back w/two good loggings. WANN-1190 M.d. e/off @ 7pm on 8/28, & WSHO-800 La. @ 6pm on 8/29 w/c/w. Also on 9/3 FF on 1030 @ 6:35, presumed to be 4VA. I visited Miami last weekend & dropped by at Shelton Miller's, but he was still in NYC. I visited WIOD & WFUN while there. Engineer at WIOD reports that they get two or three reception reports a year, the best having come from Anchorage, Alaska.

Reports there should go to Mr. F. Eugene Rider, CB. Ben Farmer, CE at WFUN says best reports there were from England & New Zealand. He also mentioned that he has received reports from some who have visited Miami, taken a log, & sent a report when they return home. Is this not perhaps just an extension of "logging" stations while on a trip? As the "Weird Beard" cries in the streets of Old Santa Clara, "ChQ! Country Music Has Quality! So maybe coming from him it's not a compliment). 73 & CWAP Charles R. Blum - D-57 Brook Drive - Chester, New Jersey - 07930

Greetings! This being my first Musings, I guess I'd better introduce myself. I am 16 years old & a high school junior. My RX is an old Hallicrafters SX-15 & my antennas are a 125 & a 30' longwire. I have been DXing for about three years & now have 36 states verified. Although DX hasn't been too good due to bad CX, I managed to log on 8/29: WNAV-1490 12:01am s/off; CBN-840 12:10am; WNS-1450 12:30am; WQX-1450 12:45; CKFR-1430 1am; WLOB-1310 1:40; KFJZ-1270 2:06am, & WEDT-1350 2:10. On 9/5, the last MM I'll be able to listen due to school, I was able only to log WMEG-920 midnight because of static & lingering effects of the big magnetic storm which completely wiped out the band on 9/4. The storm was really bad. All I could get were the locals & Cubas for some reason was rather good as well. Oh yes, I was listening to WOR today & they said they were changing their RX site to Lyndhurst, NJ & they were also going to install three towers around 700' tall. They said this was to improve reception & that the job would be completed in 6-8 months. In closing, I hope everyone had a great time in Montreal. Unfortunately, I couldn't make it but that's the breaks, hl.

By the way, did anyone listen to Pat Burns' "Hotline" on CKGM? When we vacationed in Vermont, that was our favorite show. 73. (Welcome to the NAC, Charles, & we hope you will be featured in musings all through this coming season - & then some! - ERC)

Lon J. Berman - 1511 Dieman Lane - East Meadow, New York - 11554

This is my first Musings, so let me introduce myself. I have been DXing since 8/65, & have about 375 stations logged. I am just starting my freshman year at State U. of N. Y. at Stony Brook (if there are any other NACers at Stony Brook, please write or phone some DX from this Summer season: MM 6/20- WLET-1420 TT @ 14:40-1am; WSKX-1600 TEST w/mf @ 1:05. SM 6/26- WENJ-1490 s/off 12:07; WAZL-1490 s/off 12:10. MM 7/4- WKF-1600 s/off 2:02am, 7/7- WWZK-1360 f/c 11:20-11:39pm. 7/8- WMEG-1450 s/off midnight. 7/12 WNYN-1150 7:29pm. 7/13- WOTW-900 7:23pm; WBAG-1150 7:29pm. 7/16- WPGM-1570 7:33pm, 7/20- WFPV-1580 7:35pm; WWKO-1580 7:45pm. 7/21- WBCA-1570 7:30pm s/off. 7/22- WJSO-1590 7:45pm s/off. 7/23- WOSO-1590 4:30am s/on. 7/24- WCME-1230 12:02am s/off; WSSC-1450 1:07am; WKNY-1490 1:33am w/rr; WBVT-1570 8:29pm. MM 7/25- WLOB-1310 11:39pm (Sunday); WBSA-1450 12:30am. 7/27- WFLR-1570 7:00pm. MM 8/8- WCTB-1230 12:05; WGRB-1050 12:10; WGGG-1270 12:28; WKKK-1340 12:55; KOMA-1520 1:24; 8/24- WDLS-1520 7:10pm. 8/15 WDOV-1410 6:45pm s/off; WSLS-1410 6:45pm s/off. MM 8/22- WDSU-1230 12:30; WEOB-1230 f/c-TT 12:35; WSSC-1450 13:59; 8/29- WCCL-1230 12:40 w/rr. 8/31- WAPC-1570 s/off 6:14pm. MM 9/5- WMPY-1410 12:02; WZKY-1580 f/c-TT 12:35-12:43. DXers were INVITED to send reports!

9/5- WMJN-1360 6pm. v/1- WAZL WMJN WWGD WSSC WENJ WLET WCIU WHO HJO CEFH WENJ WLET WGBB WHC WCW WMFM WPVU WCRW WWB. v/q - WYDA CHERL WZER WLER WWKB WDKF. My entry: MM 8/7, TT c/WKX @ 1235 until - any ideas? 73s, & until next time, straight ahead! (Welcome to the Musings! Nice DXing! - ERC)
Greetings! The purchase of a Heathkit GD-125 Q-multiplier recently has brought me more new stations in August than in all of May-July! Here's the DX: 8/11- WGBR-1150 12:07am. 8/5- WDEL-1150 3:38am s/on-SSB, W5VA-550 4:33am. 8/3- WFLI-1020 test, 3:12am. 8/8- WBAK-1300 12:40am, WHTO-1300 12:45, XEB-1220 12:45, WH-1450 1:45, WBNX-1300 SS 2am, WEDC-1340 2:30, WXCL-790 2:45, CEYH-1430 3:05, WRNY-1350 3:20am. 8/12- CKY-1310 11:35-4:30am s/on-SSB, KIOA-940 5:10am killed CEM. Reports sent to WGBR-1220 WLCY-1230 test WDEL-1150 WHAV-1430 WHMU-1440 KIOA-940 (do they verify?) CJSP-710 WMEX-1510. Veries in are WDEL-WJAS-1320 & WERK-990, ERC, sorry about all the crossouts in this musing. The new Toledo station, WTTO-1520, will be on air in September. Times are 5:30am-lam. Power is 5kw. (Who's v/s? -ERC) I am now collecting SCs, & have WToDs to trade for yours. I also swap WPE cards & correspond w/anyone. In response to the question brought up by Lynn Brooks, I would be willing to HELP make membership certificates for the NRC. Anyone else have any opinions? One last thing: On 8/24 I heard three stations s/on within two minutes of each other on 970k @ 5am. All had SSB. Anyone know who they were? 73 & best of DX!

Bill Bens - 5575 Spruce Wood Drive - Cincinnati, Ohio - 45239

Hey, who says Summer DX is no good? Bet me! This was the most fabulous Summer I've seen for DX yet, & I've had better DX than last winter. All the following is my climax-DX for this past Summer, all which were heard w/a Masterwork M-2810 AM/FM ten trans- rider radio w/4' loop. MM 6/13: 3:59-4:20am, KALF-1510 Mesa, Ariz. put in a fair signal right o/WMEX. A tape report brought me a nice v/q w/OH & data from CE saying they were making alignments on NR after making amplier change. Now, the DX of Summer DX was heard on MM 6/27 from 3:12-3:19 when I heard 500w KMPG-1520 Hollister, Cal. in ET & OC w/ID & s/off @ 3:19. I couldn't believe my ears because of the transistor RX & Summer isn't supposed to shock me w/DX like that. A report was sent & the nicest & friendliest v/1 came back in a week from the maintenance engineer, saying they conduct tests between midnight & 1:30 PST either SM or MM, usually w/OC. When I heard them they played Tijuana Brass mx, had about five minutes of OC, then ID & s/off. I can't decide whether KMPG or 250w KEDS@1190 Ariz. is my best catch. By the way, KALF-1510 will be going 5kw. nights, w/the severest pattern I've seen yet, almost all signal will go to SSW. 7/18- 1:34, KQMB-1500 Fargo, ND o/CEE w/final ID. v/l says they were checking frequency in o/semi-local WING. No report sent 'cos verified back in '64. Also, earlier that morn @ 1:20 I heard 500w. KQBO-920 NM but not enough info heard for report. On 8/1, MM- At 1:25, KNOX-1310 ND was heard on f/o. Leaving on vacation in a few hours, no report was sent. This Summer I got 50-some veries. Here's the better ones: v/l- KTLA KXJX KFCQ KRLS. v/r- KGMR. v/q- JBC-750 KMA, plus the ones above. The JBC veried a tape sent to CE, Galina Point. Has anyone had trouble getting KCOL- DX verie? I sent a four-page report which included every ID word for word but no verie, even after a tape report f/up. WSLS-1520 never veried DX TEST report & f/up. Any body wanting a 1-2-3 W/B (not a misprint) SC, send SASE. NRGer Pat Planagan & I visited WFFB-910 which was the friendliest station I've seen. We looked through reports o/the last five years, about 100. Disgustingly enough, only about 20 were verifie. I thought the KNT report was bad; now I know how the JBC feels. Some were NR report forms w/no of the bottom info filled in, leaving a big black mark on our Club; really terrible. Of the 20 good ones, NRC was well represented; best from Walt Breville. I'm glad to see a few NRGers care. Unfortunately, all were verifie. ... 73.

Soul Ash - 910 Meehan Avenue - Far Rockaway, New York - 11691

Not much new to report. Only one logging in my worst DX slump of the season. 8/19- WKKO-1560 @ 7:30 s/off w/excellent signals. Veries since late Spring: KNBC CEK KFAB WYNN WOOD (gigantic v/a for r/c) WSIR KOA KSP all v/q. v/l- KFL. V/f- CKET (Almost a year wait), KOMA. Totals now 42/123. States 37/31, provinces 5/5, countries 13/7. SC total now 45. FOR-FM here is now programming rr w/Murray the K, Scott Muni, Johnny Michaels of WFAS & Rosko (Bill Mercer). Do WINX & WEOS verify? That's about it for now. Good DX, happy National League pennant watching, & 73s.

Eric Nelson - 92 Carman Road - Huntington Station, New York - 11746

A big hi to all! I just want to let you know I'm still around & tuning. Although my EBC total is advancing ever so slowly, my TV DX total is climbing, but that's another story. I do wish I could go to the Convention, but unless I find gold in that excavation in my yard, that's out. Hi, To EOS G3EL in the Army: Please return those books by mail; I need them- thanks. That's about it for this musing. 73.
Hello gang, First of all, let me say I hope all of the members who were able to attend the Montreal Convention over Labor Day weekend had a very interesting & enjoyable time. I regret I could not be there myself due to my summer job. Hopefully next year! Very little DXing done at this den because of summer QRM & other activities which have been keeping me terribly busy lately. However, on 8/17 I took a tour of WGMS-570. Their studios are very modern & are located in a spacious, air-conditioned building at 5100 Wisconsin Ave. in NW Washington, DC. WGMS-FM, which I also toured, us in this same building, & at the present time, simulcasts w/WGMS-AM. Contrary to public belief, WGMS-AM-570 is NOT officially licensed to Washington DC as is printed in the WJ Logs. Instead, it is licensed to Bethesda, Md. While WGMS-FM is licensed to Washington. DXers, change this fact of info in your own logs. Thanks to all DSCers who have taken the time to write & trade IDs w/me. I hope each of you who sent me some of yours have received the WJNX-1600 IDs which I sent you in return. I'm sorry it took so long to answer many of you, but WJNX did some redecorating in their studios recently, & because of the fact that the station prints their IDs within their own building each week, they consequently did not print them for several weeks while the work was being done to their studios. Bob Shaw: To answer a question you asked in the 8/20 issue of DX NEWS, your AN Mx rr station on 1230k which played oldies all AM using the same oldie jingle was undoubtedly W&H in Baltimore. However, on or about 8/29, WITH changed their musical format. After many years broadcasting as an Mx station, WITH is now IDing as "the world of beautiful mx." Indeed, the station is playing quiet adult mx w/NO rr whatsoever. There are NO screaming & yelling DJs, but instead, the type of announcers one might expect to find on, let us say, WQXR-1550. In addition to this bit of info, WITH as of this writing, is still presenting Mutual MBS NX every hour on the half hour, so it must still be an MBS affiliate. Well, in September, Who plays Radio Romance at U. of Wa, begins on 9/15, but I do hope to get a lot of DXing done this season anyway, so I'll report again in a few weeks when I have some DX to report. B C N U then.

Bob Shaw - 534 Columbus Street - Elyria, Ohio - 44035

August was a very poor month for DX due to QRM, lack of time, & EX problems. But here is what I have logged: 8/10 - CKCY-1510 c/w WJCO 11:05am. 8/13 - WHXY-560 c/w WENY-630 2:01. CEN-640 3:05, province #7. WRLM-910, 4:05. WEMN-960, 4:20 s, on. CKEW-1000 w/c w/ @ 4:30, province #3. WENF-720 4:34 in a mess. WQH-920 4:55 s/on w/local WNOL slop. 8/25 - I caught end of WQFW-1570 s/off 7:14pm. 8/27 - WVPR-1490 on ABC net, 16m. 1:16, WAXA-1240. 8/29 - CJOC-1220 2am ending "Venture" program. CKOR-520 2:39. WJON-1230 ET 2:40. WWEB-1360 4am very religious s/on. WJFH-1230 4:02. A tip on WFLN: The Mx announcer at this time sounds nervous. WACE-1360 4:36. WMBI-1110 7:59pm s/off. 8/30 - WKLO-1080 12:05am W/T/T/C so very well. WMCA-570 12:26. WFAA-570 12:35. 8/31 - WRLM-530 12:52am. KREE-560 1:30. KROI-1460 ET 2:15. Does anyone know: 1. Who carries Kansas City A's BB on 610? 2. Who plays semi-cl mx AN-570 w/only pause for half-hourly IDs, no NY? Their call could be WMMM or WMAX. 8/31 - I heard two Mx stations on 550 at about 12:30am. One was, I was sure, WSAU, so I counted it. But then one IDed as KFYR. I never heard them play rr before. The other's call definitely was W-- & I was sure ended w/U, but it sounded as if they were the stations/an ad for a dance in Garrison, which is a town near Bismarck (KFYR), but I can't find a Garrison near Wausau. Both stations were using CST, I think. If anyone could possibly tell me if I had WSAU, I'd be grateful. Some time early in August I heard on 1500 c SSS an ID for Xenia, O. There was no such listing in White's but later I found a source, not a radio log, mentioning a WJIC there. That convinces me I need a better source than WENL. The other source said they got their info from WJ which I never heard of till I joined the NDC. Could anyone tell me something about it, such as: Where do you get it Price? When do new editions come out? How many stations does it list? How does it list them? How reliable is its foreign info? Sending out reports mainly to regulars now, when time permits. v/z/ WENE, f/up. v/q - WCFE WES WZK (returned postage) FABO KYW. I think I'm way c/30 so 73. (Address: Van A. Jones Co., 8710 Hampton Drive, Indianapolis, Ind. 46226. $1.95. Lists all NARBA stations, freq. calls & city.-ERC)

Pat Flanagan - 1987 Winding Lane - Loveland, Ohio - 45140

After procrastinating all summer I finally got up enough ambition to type this musing. First of all, I hope everyone had a bang-up time in Montreal at the Convention. No DX to speak of in August as I have been vacationing in Md. & Del. On 8/8 I had a (P. 7)
Greetings. Recent veries: v/q- KOEO-600 KASH-1600. v/l- KXED-1050. As you can see, my mailbox has been hidden from the postman. On top of that, KXED & KASH are locals.

New developments here - KXED has moved to 1450 & is now AN-7 except second & fourth MMs when they are off from 4-8am EST. KONE, the old occupant of 1450 has moved to 1050 (KXED's old frequency, naturally) where they are on days only. Eugene, population 75,000, now has two AN stations - can anyone beat that per capita? Incidentally, Eugene has eight AM stations & five FMs w/a CP for one more. Recent DX (if you can call it that): MM 8/15- KASH-1600 testing w/mx 4:15-4:30, KFFE-1530 Tting @ 4:46, KSTP-1500 Tting @ 5:47, KFOL = KXED most of the AM, ID @ 5:06, CHIN-1340 s/on 5:15, KUUL c/w (hi, Ernie) in poorly u/KFOL/KXED w/CHIN @ 5:45. MM 8/29- CKY-550 in well 3:01, un-ID SS way u/CBU-690, could this be Cuban? KFOL-1540 concluding AKR test @ 3:25 announced MM s/on as 8:45am, WNBC-660 s/on @ 3:59 for the first time heard here (who says the clears are easy, hi?), UNID Cuban on 670 @ 4:01 in the clear, CNQ-640 @ 4:19 in between KFI tests for my first IDed Cuban, KORS-650 very poor @ 4:20, KASH-1600 Tting 4:15-4:30, KFI-640 on one of their intermittent tests @ 4:24, KELA rr RS @ 4:38 first time heard here. MM 9/5- KELE-1050 Tting 3-3:15, KALE-1110 Tting 7-3:34 w/OC until 3:45, KACK-970 RS first heard 3:50, KASH-1600 testing wrr 3:45-7, ID @ 4:01. Wolfman Jack was heard for the first time on XEG MM 9/5 - I thought he was only on XEBB-1090! KNEB-680 OC has been on two MMs in a row now (8/28 & 9/8) - it's this going to be usual? I hope all you lucky dogs had a ball at Montreal. I guess some of us Wgers just couldn't scratch up the bread. 73s to U L. (EUGENE IS THE XGNE - NEC-1967! -ERG)

John Sampson - 20038 Las Oladas Court - Cupertino, California - 95014

Hi all - a quick note which I hope makes it in the 9/17 bulletin. Verie in today from KEND-1110 in Bend, Ore. advises that they will be running AN for a Hunters! Special on the AN of 10/1, a Saturday. There will, of course, be QRM from KELA & KFAB, but may be of use. Verie very slow here - latest ones include KVCV-600, daytime weak, KHEA-1110 KTAC-860 & KTOB-1490, another daytime regular. I have done some listening, w/theses results: 9/8- CEKQ-850 ES 1:20-1:38am. 9/7- KJOB-550 ES 12:48-1:02am. MM 9/5- KCOG-1290 ET 2;08-2;17am; KYIO-1600 ET 2:25-2:30, KMAK AN show, KECB-530 2:41-3:35 s/off & KTIP-1450 AN show. MM 9/4- KPQ-550 on AN show & KTHO-590 9:30am. I hope that you had a nice time in Montreal - sorry to have missed it. Local KWBB-910 finally has changed to KNEB - had some fight from KGNU on similarity of call but no more. Re the AN situation here, KEEN-1370 seems to be on most MMs, KFRC is on SM & MM & may be NSP. KNBR has been off odd mornings, as has KLTV which is generally AN on MM. Also I found out that I really did hear KELA-1500 in New Providence NJ last Winter - they are AN on MM w/rr. KACT-1520 was AN last MM, but I don't know if this is permanent. That's all from California for now. 73.

Roger Winsor - 739 Juniper Drive - Valparaiso, Indiana - 46383

DX has been quite good of late. Since my last mase, I have added 23 new stations. By date: 7/28- WGEA r/c w/rr 1:15-1:30. 7/28- VMCO ET 12:36-12:48 w/mx, KJIM f/c 2:03-2:15 w/TT, KYOF-1240 ID heard, but no logging. 7/30- WAKO-520 s/off @ 12:05. 8/2- WPXK-730 ET v/OC, TT 12-12:10, HJAC-1135 heard every night as is TG-795. 8/8- WYPR ET 12:31-12:35, KTRA f/c 12:40-1 w/ID's every two minutes. WWL, the new 970 in Harriman, Tenn. w/ET ID @ 2am, WXO-1230 heard u/w COL w/AN mx, maybe a new 1230 to bag for all? KCUB-1290 2:45-3am s/off in the clear, followed by bits & pieces of WIEC but I was too pooped to pursue them. 8/10- I logged new WTOO-1560 in Portage, Mich. per tip from Don Eggert. 8/15- WJUK heard w/fc 1:50-1:55, WJOK also heard 1:15-1:20 w/r/c, but both were earlier ft/c list. Back to 8/9, heard YL counting down 50 cycles before a tone, all the way down to 25 cycles, then Al Hirt mx for a while & it turned out to be WATF, unm, but maybe somebody heard it when I did & didn't get the ID. 8/18- WSIO-799 heard @ 5am on RS, must come on earlier as they sounded like they were in the swing of things for the morning. 8/22- WLCX-1490 heard @ s/off 12:05, KFRB-1250 s/off @2am, 4VE-1035 heard well 12-1:30am, ZBML-1355 apparently AN w/good commercial content but didn't log them for report. 8/23- WWHO-840 ET/M 2:15-2:35, KGRT-570 f/c 2:10-2:30 w/TT. Veries: v/1- WSGA w/CM, WFPW w/CM, WOOG KUSD WPJE w/file letter from Owner who went to Walpo Tech where our studios are, KSAL w/interesting note that they have listeners in Sweden, CJSS KXXR WACO WXW AN & a nice letter from WPJF Kissimmee wanting to run a TEST. OK? Or have they been heard too often on ETs? Totaal now 2,013? States 47/42, countries, 19 heard.

WE TOAST THE WEST COAST IN 1967 WITH EUGENE THE SCENE! LABOR DAY WEEKEND! PLAN AHEAD!
Greetings from the land of DX! It's really been something the last few days since the solar activity. I guess it's the same way elsewhere. I had a minature NEC Convention o/t this weekend as Duane Giese was a surprise visit or. Sunday evening we DX'd & found CXY hard to believe. The NE could not be heard at all. Not a single Chicago station could be heard. There were SS on just about every channel. KTIV-790 was coming in like a local & KHFJ-1410 was on top of the channel at times. Newsies on MM 9/5 included: KHDJ-1190 in & out w/LIF. NX at 12:54 am, KG0-810 through KCMO 0V @ 1:28 pm w/ID, KQEE-790 w/Arizona NX @ 1:31 am, & WFLA-790 @ 2:31. WINZ-940 was coming in strong & all alone on 940. I noted WMC-790 apparently AN. Then last night 9/7 I was listening on 1540 about 8 pm. There was a strong station which I presumed was KXEL & a weak one, KGBC. I was trying to get a report on KGBC & wasn't paying much attention to the other one. I almost fell out of my chair when the strong station ID'd as "Zed-N-C" for country #10. Other DX since last Musings: 8/10 - KLOL-1530 @ 8-8:30 pm s/off. 8/17 - WNUU-1510 @ 8 pm s/off-SSB. 8/22 - I discovered w/Q Multiplier I could get R. Bellis rather well on 834K. I took 1 1/2 hour report in hope of varie. 8/23 - KKLZ-560 @ 12:05 am & WTOD-1560 @ 5:24 am. 8/28 - KFMR-550 sneaked in for a minute w/KSD @ 7 pm, KAMEL-1280 heard w/sports @ 7:44 pm, & an SS ID from 560 Cuban heard @ 8 pm. Veries have been rather show, although PJ2 come across w/a v/q after five kpaths for Country #6. Others: v/q- KIZ. w/F-KCMA, w/1- KFDF, & v/CM- KFOL. At least I got a little bit of everything, hi. I visited an aunt in central Kansas in last August. I found Kansas a good QTH for c/w fans. Three fulltimers in the daytime (KSR-DFD-FRM). K-Fam is by far the best of the three. I guess all had fun in Kontreal. I wish I could have borrowed Richard Wood on Sunday eve 9/6 to ID all the SSes heard here. School starts for me tomorrow so it's back to the salt mines, hi. 73's for this time & good DX.

Walt Brevelle - 9127 Coral Drive - St. Louis, Missouri - 63132

Here I am back after an absence since April, due to static, Summer activitites, laziness, & consider blr troubles w/the R-100A RX. Rest assured, this will be a strong & permanent comeback, for I have taken a deep plunge, & solved the RX troubles the happy way w/the purchase of a new Hallicrafters SX-122! So far, it appears to be a great improvement in performance o/the old, particularly in selectivity & image resistance. Summer was enjoyable here, w/attending the ANARC Convention, then the next week made an enjoyable trip visiting DXers & stations in Omaha, Des Moines, & Warrensburg. Thanks again to hosts Ernie Weselowski, Steve McIntire, & Bruce Reynolds & their folks! This partly made up for having to miss the big Montreal Convention. I hope it was a tremendous success & that all had a great time. To complement the new RX, an outdoor antenna finally got installed here, a 65' longwire slightly o/25' high. Here’s DX: 8/18 - WRBL-1420 Ga. o/WJUS briefly @ 9:13 pm. MM 8/22 - WSAV-550 Va. o/KRKC 4:10 am, WCHS-580 W.Va. nice signal & c/on 4:30, WAYS-610 NO w/r 4:35, KEGX-1260 finally IDed @ 5:30 am. 9/2 - WATM-1590 Ala. 5:57 am s/on, KFJR-790 Tex. 6:3 am. 9/3- WCOJ-1290 Ky. 6:44 am, WHCD-1230 7:05 (this one is only 45 air miles away!!) MM 9/5 - WACO1460 Tex. 12:50 rr, XEP-1300 C. Juarez 1:25, KTSM-1380 El Paso 2:01 am s/off, "W. Bee-Kwo" 960 2:20, XEQ, WHKY-1290 NO 4:02 am, WJJS-1250 Va. 4:30, WJNCO-1260 4:38 s/on, WHS-1440 W.Va. 4:46 am s/on, WTMF-1150 Tampa 5:15, WAOV-1450 Ind. 6:30 am, 9/7 - WHUO-850, Fla. 5:28 am s/on, WREZ-880 briefly w/WFST 5:44 am, KGCJ-1380 Mo. 5:50 pm. The only veries received in Summer were WNAN-1240 KVKJ-1230 KCTA-1230 KHNP-1350 WHBC-1300. The first ones for using the new RX are WRS-550 & WJCR-1290. The outside longwire is great for weak signal gain, but the 40' loop in the basement here still comes in handy. 73.

Daniel T. Shoaf - 6906 Hartland Avenue - Houston, Texas - 77055

Hi everyone! Well, I'm cured of the Summer DX Blues & ready to go this way. Here is what has been heard in July & August: 7/2 - KFIR-1420 Tex. @ 2:46 pm w/TT. 7/11 - KMA-960 la, 5:1100 am; WMSQ-730 0. 5:15 s/on; WDJR-730 Ga. @ 5:45 pm s/on. 7/13 - KGED-1420 Tex. @ 6:30 am s/on; WJAM-1340 Miss. @ 5:37 am. 7/15 - KSSS-740 Col. 1:43 pm; KBOO-970 Mexico 6:29 pm w/SS-RR. XRMI-1140 Mexico 9 pm SS. KEFQ-680 Mo. @ 11 pm s/off noted at midnight. 7/15 - XENK-620 Mexico @ 1 am in SS. 7/18 - KQY-550 Ariz. @ 1:15 pm; CBA-1070 NB @ 3 am; KHMQ-1070 Mo. @ 6 am. 7/19 - KRHJ-990 La. @ 1:45 pm w/r; KICJ-980 NM @ 2 am s/off. 7/20 WOHI-1440 Miss. @ 1:15 pm s/off. 7/21 - WAMS-1400 Ala. @ 1:45 pm r/c; WTPN-1500 Dc @ 2 am; XENK-1560 Mexico @ 2:30 pm RS-EE. 7/22 - WPRN-1240 Ala. @ 2:30 pm w/M-TT. 7/23 - XENK-1010 Mexico @ 11:55 pm RS/SS. 7/24 - CHZ-1010 Cuba @ 12:03 pm. 7/25 - KSM-980 111. @ 1:05 pm r/c-TT; KTIX-990 Ariz. @ 2:06 pm s/off; WHON-1150 Fl. @ 3:45 pm r/c; WDEK-1300 SC @ 4:30 RS; WJPT-1270 Fl. @ 5:07 pm w/c-w RS; WMUS-1230 SC @ 5:12 am; WJBC-1070(P.11)
(Dan Sheaf) Ind. @ 5:15am; KreH-990 Ga. @ 6:15am s/On; WQVM-1260 Miss. @ 7:55am; WAIL-1260 La. @ 8:15pm s/off; KP50-1260 Tex. @ 8:30 s/off; XDFM-1260 Mexico @ 9:10pm SS; KWSL-1260 Okla. @ 10:10 pm w/r. 7/25- WLIK-1270 Tenn. @ 1:05am w/f/c; XFNL-1270 A 1:26am w/ET; WDXE-1370 Tenn. @ 2:10am r/c-TT; WENK-1240 Tenn. @ 2:45am f/c. 7/27- KYRC-1240 Ark. @ 1:22am (for Arkansas as well as the next five stations:) KDBS-1240 @ 1:45pm j KAAS-1340 @ 3:30am; KXAR-1490 @ 4:49; KJWJ-1450 @ 2:50; KTTV-1400 @ 2:56am. 7/25- WEFB-1310 Pa. @ 5:30am r/c. 8/17- WQAC-580 Ga. @ 9:50pm w/Braves BB; WIGI-1440 Ga. @ 10pm w/Braves BB. 8/21- KQRT-570 NM @ 2:36am f/c. 8/22- KPBN-1340 Tex. @ 1:15 am r/c; KIMS-1480 Neb. @ 1:35am r/c; KGHW-1450 Col. @ 2:05am r/c. 8/27- KUBO-1310 Tex. @ 7:10pm RS/SS; KRBR-1560 Tex. @ 8pm; KUOA-1290 Ark. @ 8:15pm s/off; 8/28- KQXI-1550 Col. @ 8:45pm. 8/29- WKTAT-1360 Fla. testing w/OC/TT; KQRT-1370 Mo. @ 8am s/on; WDNF-1370 Tenn. @ 8:01am; KMAM-750 Neb. @ 8:24am; KPPA-1370 Ark. @ 7:10; KANE-1240 La. @ 7:15am; KRNK-1460 Neb. @ 1:33am testing. That's it for now on the logs. I'll extend an invitation to write if you need KILT KNUZ KYK KTHT & a limited supply of KILE & KCOH. Also I swap WPSEIS cards 100%. KULL-1220 in Livingston, TX is off the air for unk reasons. I heard an OC on 1070k all day long about a month ago, but still no sign of KERN. Jerry Starr: Did you ever get my letter concerning taps of local rr stations? I sent it right after receiving your request in DX NEWS). That's about all for now so 73s & the best of DX to you all in the 65-67 DX season.

J. 'Dan' Sheedy - 1865 Crest Drive - Encinitas, California - 92024

My second Musing, a bit late, but I'll try to report more often, now that the Winter DX Season is here. 8/1- WLCY-1380 4:35am; WXCK-1460 5:11am. 8/6- KLBR-1340 3:26am. 8/7- WGST-920 5:04am. 8/8- KYVO-730 r/c 1:51am; WHEC-1480 4:31am. 8/13- KGHL-980 r/c 2:31am. 8/19- XEED-1010 3:03am. 8/20- KCSJ-590 r/c 2:13am; KRRR-1340 r/c 2:17am. 8/21- WYDE-650 r/c 3:11am; KGRT-570 ET 3:12am. 8/25- KFCC-1550 6:53am. 8/25- KMEV-910 1:05am for new call, KPEP-1420 6:39am; KGML-1150 6:47am; KATC-1570 7:13am; KABH-1510 7:15am; KMPG-1560 8am. 8/27- KNIP-1580 9:15pm. 8/28- KCLI-1590 6am; WAGO-1550 6:18am (best domestic); KGAR-1550 7am; KUPK-1060 ?:11am. 8/29- KWG-1320 13:33pm. 8/3- KTOP-1000 6:55am; XELE-1150 3:38pm. Tapes: all the above, plus KPEL-970 KRAB-1140 KGTW-1450 XMSC-1590 XEMC-910 KBAT-680 KMMJ-750 KFJP-1490 KDKO-1510 XTNA-540 KABQ-1350 KSWL-1390 KFAX-1290 KFYK-950 KRUZ-1310 KQXL-1550 KCAD-1550 KZOL-1570 KXL-750 KVEL-1250 KVIC-1550 SCAB-830 WCBS-880 KYOS-1480 XEER-980 XEBCO-750 KKH-1550 CMU-940 KVEN-1450 KCO-1430 XECY-1060 ALG-560 XESU-790 KLMO-850 VOAR-180 at SSA. KEDO-1580 closes 9:30pm in Sept., leaving XEMD w/o50 mw. & "beisbo". F.Y.I.: I use an FM-3 & 12-AVS, also a modern windscreen. I'm 17 & a Broadcasting Major at San Diego State College. I prefer jazz & genuine folk mx & also rhythm & blues. And I'm an unqualified addict of WOLFSAN. He makes all other so-called "deejays" look juvenile, right Alex? Totals: 864/445, looking for some TPs to boost country totals, only 35/13. WNJH/WKNT reports were funny. Good sense of humor has that fellow! Anyone for a DX-ing booklet? Hi. RR DX folk: do SS rr stations use "R. Gerente" slogans? Ernie: I hope you have recuperated from La Belle Province. My keeper is coming - back to the gestalt mines. 73. (Just about, 'dan!' -ERC)

Sheldon Miller - 840 80 Street - Miami Beach, Florida

Not much DX here, due to lack of a suitable Ry. Peru was QSFed for me in the form of OFY4), which was heard in June on 1042k. Ron Schatz gets all the credit for my logging this station which runs AN w/1,600w. V/s is Pedro Tello Cadenas, G. They mention they welcome reports, & have received a few others from the US. This is a rough country try to verify so send your reports to R. Onda Popular, Colmena 624, Lima, Peru. Local WOCH-1450x replaces low-rated WSEP, w/quite a few format changes. Sked is still NSF. WFTP-1400 now in use w/1,000x250 directional days. Aren't grayeyards which are directional unusual? (very much so, only a scattered few -ERC) WVGC-1080 will start their 500w, night operation in Oct. WRIZ-1550 is well both construction & should also be ready about that time. Its towers will be well out in the ocean S. of Miami, so they should really get out w/100w. It'll be interesting to see if they can remain in operation in event of a hurricane or high seas. British Parliament will probably ban the pirates sometime next year, so let them get QSFed, gents. I hope none of 'em decide to try the U.S. if they get the axe in England. On the way home from NY last weekend, I noted WYCL-980 York SC, from 1000w. They're all rr. WBEY-1500 St. Pauls, NC was noted in operation w/an excellent signal for 250w. WQIR-1280 Jacksonville mentioned "soon 50,000w," referring to their CF for 1080k. dormant CPs in Fla. now include WZZA1510 WQFY-1590 Bnn Gallie-1560 WRIZ-1550 WBOM-970 plus many TV & FM CPs. 73s.
Don Jensen narrowly

Congrats to WJUN-1220

WENG-1530 perfectly in the clear from Weald CJAD-BOO Slgn v1q-7131 Dig: I lest SD on 8/25, SSS even more affected 916-8114 WCRL-1570 12 PnOB-1310 I WSSC-1340 WN~1110 The hTiprAB-1330 51'sFC-l240

WAVC-1350 ~i.

September 17, 1966

Don Jensen - 8047 Park Overlook Drive - Bethesda, Maryland - 20834

Hi. Verber: v/ WPRA WTLY WTYC WHAR WPGM WNTM WASA WUSJ WSIG WXYX WOAY WPSL WNBC WJIC WGGC v/q WFMW WCRX WTXX CJAD WGRT KEPO WSCR. DX (all heard thanks to Steve Russell's 15" box loop up to 9/4): 8/22 - WILM-980 5:59pm s/off u/WRC. WBEX-1340 s/off 11:11pm. 8/23 - WONT-1340 ET 3:35-4:15am & on. WTTG-1550 s/on 4:58. WAFS-1570 s/on 4:59. WJUN-1220 7:14pm s/off. 8/24- WCHE-1520 5:18am. WMAR-1110 4:23-4:57pm w menace WUST-1120 partially attenuated. 8/25 - WUSJ-1340 s/off 4:45am. WYIZ-1070 s/on 5:44. WGHQ-920 6:03-6:14. WNHC-1340 11:33-m 12:07am (8/26). 8/26 - WBNM-1550 s/on 4:59am o/u CEB/WTTC. WGOX-1190 s/on 5:01. 8/27 - WARD-1370 f/c 1:40-1:53am. WCIC-1500 7:16-7:30 pm s/off u/WTOP. 8/29 - New WTLY-1390 ET 12:44am u/WFLB. WSSC-1520 ET 12:54. WSN-1340 AN 1:35-2:30 o/u WGBK/ZEB2. WLOB-1380 AN 2:36-2:43 & on, L&C. CJAD-800 4:15-4:25, very weak but PJB's OC helped keep 790/810 splash off the frequency. 8/31 - New WJIC-1510 ET all day long, copied from 12:53-8:20pm. WCOY-1580 during an EBS test by local WPGC @ 1:35pm. 9/2 - WXTN-1000 f/c 2:03-2:18am. WCRL-1570 6:53-6:59 s/off for my most distant SSS catch on the frequency w/GOER/CKLM weaker than usual. 8/3 - WINV-1550 f/c 2903-2:20am. 9/4 - Strong Aurora w/LAs or LA bots on most every domestic frequency. WDRF-1420 12:03-12:47am L&C. WATC-1530 (ex-WRFB) ET 12:04-12:38 & on, asking for reports, i/u WETV. WAPI-1070 12:29-1:01am. WSGC-1240 f/c 12:09-12:11. WWA-1330 ending ET @ 1:15 & asking for reports, too. WBBM-1240 off/s/on 12:32-3:21am. SSS still being affected. WDGL-1520 s/off 6:42pm & L&C. WIES-1570 s/off 6:42pm. WJNY-1570 6:46-6:59 s/off. 9/5 - WNIK-1230 SS ID-heard u/all @ 2am but I couldn't hold them long enough for a good report. WLAG-1410 AN traffic safety program, copied 1:25-2:10am. SSS even more affected than yesterday. WTIN-1250 s/off 6:30pm, then WRAI S-7 on top. WBEF-1570 s/off 6:31 u/WTWB s/off. WAAG-1470 s/off 6:44. R. Barbados-730 (ex-755) L&C except for a little Cuban QM as copied from 656-7:17pm. WUNI-1410 7:44-7:52 o/WIMYR. 9/6 - SSS still affected. WTRG-1520 s/off 6:30pm. WMDD-1480 o/u WABB @ 7:56. WKEF-1550 copied from 7:05-7:20 o/ everything. 9/7 - Still here! WNGC-1530 perfectly in the clear from 6:15-6:33pm s/off. WWBC-1510 6:17-6:31 s/off. WIXX-1520 s/off 6:31 i/u WTWL. 73.

Pandy Seaver - 2119 30 Street - San Diego, California - 92104

Greetings. Would you believe my vacation was uneventful? Dig: I left SD on 8/25, stayed a night w/Paul Bartoz in LaGrange, Ill., thence to the IRCA shindig in Milwaukee. I had a great time, & it was nice to meet Roger Winsor, Richard Wood & Len Kruse, among other NQGers attending. The major item of business was the announcement of Larry Godwin's Presidency. Larry & Richard won the two games of "THE DX GAME" played. From 8/29-9/2 I was in Mass., visiting my relatives. I took a side trip to West New York one day, driving to Skidmore in Saratoga Springs ("WARNING: Don't drink that spring water there, ughh.") I flew into Convention City on 9/2, & had the pleasure of meeting all the names I've been reading in these pages for years. Congrats to Wanye Heinen on his trophy, & to Bart Cronin on his successful Eugene Convention bed (that's in Ory-Gun, you know!). Sign me up, Bart. IRCA's conrap will be in Denver, by the way.

On 9/5 I flew to Chicago via Air Canada & met John Callarman getting off his Air France flight from Paris & we had a talk session for two hours. Don Jensen narrowly won the only DX GAME played in Montreal in an exciting finish over Gordon Nelson. The "DX SNWWS" effort was ultra-humorous - will be the REAL "Snoozings Editor" please identify himself? Only DX heard on the trip was PJD2-1295 at Milwaukee, & R. Americas from Mont Royale in Montreal. We took cross bearing from near the top of the mountain. Of course, the cross was only a few feet away. Some DX before vacation: 5/30 - KDFP-1140 @ 6:35 w/mutual NX, CB118-1180 beautiful @ 6 that AM. 5/23 - 2X8-840 s/off @ 6am very weak. 6/23 - I discovered YNKK-885 "R. Libertad" until 12:04am s/off. 6/25 - OB24N-880 s/on heard, "R. Union." 6/27 - WYLD-940 testing @ 4:42, unk SS-850 @ 9, no IDs; CE84-840 heard @ 5:40, YNKK-885 s/on 6am. 7/11 - KFMM-1499 : 5:19 on air for routine maintenance. 7/31 - XEBB-1010 in good until 3am s/off. 8/1 - XCP-1160 heard @ 5:39 ID. 8/3 - CB118-1180 s/off @ 5:30 heard, although KGBQ carrier on 1170 AN. 8/14 - C2WN-840 s/on @ 4:55. 8/15 - WTIM-1150 s/on @ 5:02. 8/20 - KLDQ-800 s/on between 7-7:15. 8/28 - KGMB-590 in w/KFPM off until 5:33, on 1490 @ 2:30 & on, one sounded like WLDJ, could be WDJE. KAGY-1520 noted NSP recently, & XEBB is AN-6 w/The Wolfman, often AN-7. Thanks to Andy Rugg & Sam Simmons for a fine Convention, all who attended had a great time. I enjoyed the Don Jensen, Gordy Nelson & Richard Wood addresses, & Richard's LA verie collection is very impressive. Eugene in '67, see you there, Ron Schatz? AS THEY WAY IN DETROIT, "WCAR." "WONDERFUL CONVENTION, ANDY RUGG!"
I am pleased to submit my first Musing as a member of the NRC, so I suppose introductions are in order. I'm 16 & have been DXing w/ Halli S-120 for 2 1/2 years. I am, as you have probably guessed, the older brother of fellow NRC member Gene, & through his copies of DX NEWS have become familiar with most of you. Now to recent DX: On 8/13 I was both surprised & pleased to note very active SSS CX. WRIV-1390 @ 3:50pm, wnn WBER-1270 @ 6:30, WCC-1320 @ 6:42, WGLI-1290 @ 7:01, wgn ZNS-1540 w/c/mx @ 8:5, WEEZ-1590 @ 8:05, CBRN-1600 @ 11:11. 8/14- WGRT-1320 s/off @ 12:23am following Phillips EB. WNAV-1420 @ 1:07, WOCU-1410 @ 1:10 s/off, WRTK-1300 @ 1:26, wnn WFLO-950 rr @ 1:47, HJFF-1210 in SS @ 11:46pm. CMK-1270 in SS w/Reichtet @ 11:46. MM 8/15- WANE-1250 NN @ 12:11, ZMIN-1340 rr @ 12:15, WMBY-1450 f/c-TT @ 12:37, WLET-1420 f/c-TT @ 12:34, WPPW-1460 ET/M w/local-i.d. signal @ 1:30, WEA-1350 @ 2:03, wnn CMG-1270 R. Reloj @ 2:10, EKKR-1130 ET/TT @ 2:20. FM: WMBR-1460 w/Braves BB @ 11:36. 8/16- WOCF-970 f/c-M @ 12:30am, CKWS-950 s/off @ 12:37, WNTT-1270 w/Braves BB @ 12:20pm. 8/17- Umm WVIP-1310 @ 6:34pm, WWRL-1450 b;+4. 8/21- WDEE-1230 w/rr @ 6:42, WNJH-1580 s/off SS @ 6:59, WTXL-1490 @ 11:01, WHMP-1400 @ 11:13, WLLG-960 s/off-SS @ 11:55pm. MM 8/22- WYAB-1440 f/c-TT @ 12:29, VKNY-1490 w/rr @ 12:42. 8/23- WDCD-1260 12:11am, WMCU-1290 f/c-TT @ 12:31, WSCR-1320 ET/M 12:44-12:59, WTEC-1350 Braves BB @ 1:06. 8/24- WJTR-1250 @ 6:55p, WKQL-1450 @ 6:55, CKVD-900 @ 7:12 w/CBC FF, WGBH-510 @ 6pm, wnn WBSE-910 rr @ 8:01, HJHC-350 in SS @ 8:35, WSHH-1530 s/off @ 11:01pm, unk TT-1330 @ 11:54 w/QTH given as Richmond, Va. WMEG or WTRR? 8/25- WSSW-1590 f/c-TT @ 11:16-12:37am. 8/26- WMPD-1300 s/off 4am. Umm WMCH-1700 @ 4:05, WRYT-956 @ 4:43 (former WRLI). 8/28- WAWZ-1320 @ 6:19am, WGUY-1250 @ 6:20, wnn WSNY-1240 6:29, WIG-1470 11:20pm, WMYT-1410 rr @ 11:39. MM 8/29- Umm WERN-1460 @ 12:14, CJHC-1270 @ 12:40, CMK-1200 in SS 12:47, WSCC-930 1:35, CMHB-780 CMQ-net 2am, WTAR-790 2:01, CHTL-550 in FF @ <13, wnn WTD-1270 c/w spoiling WORK TEST @ 3:15, CMG-1250 Reloj @ 3:19, WCSS-1250 5:59, WARM-590 4:21, WRAN-1510 s/on-SSB 4:32am. 8/29W- CJMC-570 @ 11:05, WSSS-600 11:10, WNOX-990 rr @ 11:31. 8/30- WSSC-1390 Braves BB 1:33, wnn WCCG-1320 1:12 rr. 8/31- CKMP-670 12:31am, CMJH-740 1:04, WVND-970 SS w/US rr @ 1:29, WSDA-1250 11:14pm, unk-1290 w/Yankee BB @ 11:23, WBFJ? 9/1-WJUD-1470 s/on 4:23am, WDEB-680 4:48, WERI-1350 5:19. 9/4- HJNK-1320 @ 12:17am w/USR. WJNO-1230 12:25, WMBM-1240 12:27, wnn WMEG@920 s/off 12:59, WMPF-1450 rr @ 14:46, WDEM-1490 1:57, WUNI-1410 s/off 2:14-SSB after Braves BB. MM 9/5- WAMY-1400 s/on 4:32, WCAT-1390 s/on-SSB 4:35, WJGH-1260 s/on 5, WEXR-1540 s/on 5:15. On 9/14 I will change QTH to Mt. Hermon, Mass. Where I'll be a soph in school. vl-WWJN CKWS WJCO WVTW WITT WORK WMRN WJTSW WLRF WILF WJOF WJAB WRS WPN WNE WJIC WOR WTAG. v/q- WBB WQAM WPAL WPVU WPBHP WJTO WAPE WPLI CCFP WOFP CHKIL v/P- WCCG WMEG WLOB WCOP CBE. 73 & good DX. (Welcome to NRC, Marc, & we hope to hear from you often, but hold to 30 lines, OK7-ERC)  

John & Rick Hanisko - 4567 Country Club Drive - Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania - 15236

DX has been coming along rather well here as the static seems to have decreased since mid-August. Both of us ( & five others) observed the Perseid meteor shower at for four consecutive nights on 8/9-12 & also logged some new stations before collapsing into bed. Here are the loggings: 8/10- WPRO-630 @ 4:15am for state #45 heard. 8/11- WMAL-630 at 9:17pm, 8/12- WQXI-790 @ 4:45am, WLCY-1380 @ 4:52am, WYLE-590 @ 4:55, WSYA-550 @ 5am, KKXK-630 @ 5:10am. 8/13- KF-400 @ 3:17am, WTRC-550 @ 3:30. 8/22- WKNJ-1360 @ 11:05pm. No reports were made to any of these except WPRO. And then on 8/26 CX were about the best they've been all Summer, as many distant signals came in & a number of ordinarily strong signals were unusually weak. Loggings: 8/26- CBN-950 @ 10:15pm. 8/27- CBX-540 @ 1:2:41am. for province #5, WOW-590 12:41am for first No. & state 36, WARM-590 @ 1:15am CKEM-730 @ 12:52, CMBC-580 @ 2am, KXYZ-1320 @ 2:06, KONO-650 @ 2:29, CBN-540 @ 2:40 for province #5. At 2:48am I heard L&G "This is W20KX-1320 in Jacksonville, Fl. testing" but nothing further heard there. Anyone else catch this one? Other loggings for the night were KWM-1380 @ 2:15, WMBD-1470 @ 3:16, WMBM-1460 @ 4:01am, WRAD-1460 @ 4:02 power increase, WNYR-650 @ 4:08 s/on, & WMV-620 @ 4:12 (V. #2). Unid TT-930 @ 4:54-4:55pm when CVM s/on ended that. Seven of the 16 logged that night were 0/1,000 miles away. A number of SS were heard, including one on 1500K along w/WMCP & a weak one, on 1570K. The one on 1500 was heard about from 10:30-11:00pm on 8/26 & Ddet twice between mx but I could only catch "La Viz de..." Any ideas?, as our foreign DX is crap, to say the least. On 8/27 WLG-1060 7:19-7:45pm for a report. We managed to get some more DXing done the morning of 8/30 to boost August's totals to 45 new loggings, 31 of them coming in the last five days of the month. We had a nice visit from NGER Pat Flanagan back on 8/6. 73s. /AS they SAY in AMSTERDAM, NY, "WCSS," "WONDERFUL CONVENTION? SAN SIA."
Hi! DX great w/addition of 33 new stations to log. I noticed fine skip to the S on 8/13, 8/22, 8/24, 8/31, & 9/4 plus many other good nights. A new 50' inverted I went into use here on 8/13 & it has helped tremendously. Up till now my brother & I had shared our totals, but since he is going to school in northern Mass. on 9/14 I must now take on a new set of totals. Also up till now Marc had done all the verifying. Actually my totals are 530/11 (hi!), states 35/7 & countries 21/2. However, I have started to get out some veries & three have come back: WNBP WMEX & WAKR. I hope to build my totals to a more respectable number, I hope! I hope everyone had fun in Montreal & I'm sure it was a successful Convention. Now my latest DX: 8/9- Unn VP4AZ-1370 f/c @ 12:13. 8/11- WAME-1260 @ 2am. 8/13 SSS- WRYV-1390 w/WPM @ 3:50pm, WGN-740 @ 6:30pm, WOGG-1270 @ 6:40, CJRN-1280 @ 11:06, no sign of WURL. 8/14- CMW-590 @ 11:09, CMEK-1210 @ 11:59. 8/21- Unn WBEX-1340 s/off @ 11:02. 8/22- WBAB-1440 ET/TT @ 12:18. TGI-880 lam, unnn. UnID 1440 TTer @ 1:30-2:45, tentative out to KFVA. 8/23- CJFB-1270 @ 11:35. WJOY-1230 s/off @ 11:59. 8/24- WPBC-1330 Braves BB @ 12:05. WDEA-1370 ET @ 12:40. WBEZ-1590 @ 10:47pm. WNTT-1270 11:58pm Braves BB. 8/25- WBNP-1380 s/on @ 4:10l. 8/26- WNOR-1330 possibly AN @ 1:36. WIST-1240 @ 4:54. WERF-1480 @ 4:58 unn, WWHY-1470 s/on @ 5am, WFCO-1240 @ 5:35, WKTJ-1330 (not WKT3 as in VI) @ 6am, WGUJ-1250 @ 6:15. 8/29- Unn "BAX-1240 @ 10pm u/WGB at eight miles away! WNHO-990 11:38, unnn WGO-1470 @ 11:45. 8/30- WJAAS-1230 12:05am s/off. CMEK-860 @ 12:45. WHOT-1330 @ 1:07 finally, w/r. Unn CJRN-1500 @ 1:20, WEXF-1570 @ 2am. 8/31- XEQ-940 @ 12:25. YVND-970 @ 12:40, CMEK-670 @ 12:40. TVLY-860 @ 10:59 w/ Rumbos nat. 9/4- An odd night w/the N completely nulled out. I hope someone up in Montreal listened as the skid to the S was fantastic. YNLU-955 @ 12:45, Nicaragua (country #21), WMEC-920 s/off @ 1am w/great signal. WING-940 @ 2:03, WNJO-1230 @ 1:13, WBEY-1330 ET/M from 1:10-1:16, letter-out to them for varie, gave box as 538, Milton, Fla. WFMF-1450 @ 1:15 "good signal. Unn WTHN-1440 @ 1:45. "WUN-790 @ 1:56, WIBM-1490 @ 2:04. Since the season "ended" a total of 52 new stations have been received, as summer static hasn't happered my DXing at all. 73s & good DX.

Dave Schmidt - 44 Green Lane - Green Ridge - Chester, Pennsylvania - 1904

Hi there! I thought I'd better get in a writeup before we start school on 9/3 so here 'tis. Since the last writing, I've had such visitors as George Greene, Frank Merrill, Mike Tilbrook, Allen Niesen & a regular visitor, Joe Fela. I really appreciate NRiers stopping in. I'd visit these guys but since I have to depend on my father for transpor- tation, that's why I don't get around that much. My dad gets a kick out of meeting NRiers, too! Oh well, down to DX, & it's finally starting to improve. 8/14- WPBC-1330 on ET @ 3:55am, CFAC-960 @ 4:48. 8/15- WPBT-950 on ET @ 3:10am, WING-940 AN w/ CBN off @ 3:32. WWSC-1450 way on top @ 3:55am s/on. 8/17- WLI-1100 c/WGPA @ 6:55pm. 8/21- WSAZ-950 @ 4:18am, now AN, WIRX-1290 @ 4:39am w/WIRL off. 8/29- KENO-1450 1:47 am I really boomin in, WSCR-1320 on ET @ 2:55am (who says I wouldn't get them, could that've been Joe Fela?) 8/30- WJIC-1510 on "Program Test" for first day on @ 9:13am, care on @ 2:15. I claim to be the first NRier to report them (now to varie them, hi). 9/3- WPBT-1491 @ 8:28pm & very clear. 9/4- WP8L-1310 @ 3:45am, WOGO-1320 @ 4:25, WVOB-1520 @ 6:10pm. 9/5- WTNL-1520 w/no WKBW (sunspots) @ 6:25pm, WNOO-1550 @ 6:40pm, now an ABC station. That's all of the DX. New veries are in from v/1- WSSR-1420 (state #43) WPBT-950 WPFR-1460 (six months) CFAC-960 (province #7) WPNW-940 (six months) and WSAZ-930. Total now 358. I am now sick at me for not making Montreal - I could kick myself. I know the next one in the East, I'm comin' hi. I had my treats, though. CKLM-1570 was off both Sh & Labor Day MM so the CE probably went home, hi. Although Wolfman Jack was on, I wish CKLM would have stayed on, hi. To all Wolfman fans, he is now on XEO, X-RT & XERP. He's on XERP for six hours a night, hi. Hi to Ron Schats - we try harder, hi, & Wayne Heinen. That's all for now, I hope the season treats you good. 73s.

Bob Foxworth - 89 Elm Street - Summit, New Jersey - 07901

Just back from the Montreal Convention, my first one since Indianapolis in 1962, & I had a great time & met lots of new faces & a lot of old ones too. I just hope I can get to Eugene, Ore. for the one next year. Riding back w/Al Nissen, Ron Schats & Joe Fela, we found some fairly good Aurora CX Monday evening, the most noticable station on Joe's car RX was 2NS-1540 on a clear channel as we crossed into north NJ. I get back to Summit about 10pm & heard several LAs but the N stations were beginning to creep back in. Tuesday was still fairly good for the LAs, but nothing spectac-(P.15)
Hi to everyone from the city w/the only original windmill. As I am writing this the Montreal Convention should be going about full swing, so I hope everybody had a good time. I know I sure did in Milwaukee. It was great meeting all those great guys, many of whom were also members of the NRC. It was too bad I had to leave before the banquet on Saturday, as I missed meeting a lot of guys including NRCer Len Kruse. It sure made me enthusiastic about the coming season. If any of you want to know more about the Milwaukee Convention, just ask & I will tell you what I know. To me the most enjoyable parts were the gabfests. Now downtown DX. 8/22- WSMI-1640 s/off @ 8pm & WQBF-1280 @ 8:25pm. 8/23- WLKE-1170 s/off w/America the Beautiful @ 8pm. 8/24- WAWA-190 s/off-SSB @ 8pm, WCTF-680 @ 8:35pm, & WQVL-930 @ 9:30pm. Then after the Convention on 8/23- CKSO-790 @ 9:30, & WHAY-1360 @10pm. Only varies back were from f/ups sent to KFWE & KLTR. By the way some of the Milwaukee stations are sending out commemorative QSLs for the Convention, so if any of you wants them, here is the list: WTMJ-620 WOKY-920 WISN-1130 WEMP-1250 & WRIT-1340. I hope to start the early morning sessions w/a big one on MM Labor Day. Speaking of DX, Holland IRCaer Larry Colton today got WKTZ-FM on 1200k! If anyone has an explanation for this, both he & I would be delighted to hear it. Is the NRC going to have a f/c list & a CX of Frequencies list this year? (Yes! — NRC) I found them to be very useful in the past. I had a phone chat w/Don Eggert while in Soth Bend in August, & it was real nice talking to you, Don. Too bad I couldn't get to your place, but I didn't have the time. Well, that's enough from me for a while, so 73s & the best of DX to everyone on the verge of another season.

Wayne Plunkett - 124 John Street - Weston, Ontario

Certainly a great deal has happened since last month - Western trip proved most successful as everything jelled quit well on a very tight sked - we made it to Milwaukee by noon Sat. & Richard & I felt the IRCa Convention was a first class affair, especially surprised to meet so many WC members - eventually arrived home @ 2:30am 8/30 I back to work that AM, hi, 5,935 miles in 17 days altogether. So many highlights on this trip it would be difficult to summarize here - stations visited included CJIC CJWA CJLX CJRL CHSM CFQY CKX CJME CHAB CHAT CFCN CJJC KVI KETO KXJR-TV KFYR WDAY KXKE KASM WEIZ WTMB & WNNI. Almost without exception we received a wonderful welcome & many interesting conversations w/CBers & others developed. In addition, the CBC LPRs gained our attention much of the time, & we stopped to see the installations at Spanish and Dryden, Ont. & the famous one at Salmon Arm, BC, which has been heard several times in NZ. Like Ben Dangerfield, try as we would, no Alaskans could be heard - if anything was coming in on 750, it was always WSB; 820 was a mixture of CKX XKelo & PBJ but no KINY. We ended up on the air twice in less than 24 hours on KASM-1150 Albany, Minn, which surely deters the world's most relaxed, easy-going DJ in the afternoon - even had Richard read a fable in German for the audience. The most AM we received an immediate invitation for an on-the-air interview soon after we dropped in on WNNI-1460, Tomah, Wis., who ran a special TEST last Nov. On both these interviews & at many other stations, the subject of British Pirate Radio soon was a topic of much interest. We heard an amazing variety of languages in the two weeks, including Indian dialects. SM on CKCY-930 (who incidentally had terrible modulation around the Soo. We were informed by CJIC-1050 they have not had a CE for eight months, hi!) SS-1470 in Alta, & BC at SSS had us baffled for a while but turned out to be KSEM, Moses Lake, Wash., aired for benefit of migrant farm workers. On Sun, afternoon in Vancouver we listened to Japanese for quite a while from KMLE-1050. Thanks mainly to Andy Ragg, Montreal con-(P.16)
This will be my last using before returning to college, where I expect DX to be very limited. My address will be Hostling 4, HPI Dorms, Troy, NY, 12181. I really enjoyed the NCE Convention at Montreal. This was my first such Convention, and many NECs were met for the first time. DX lately has been limited lately, but it is picking up a bit. 8/15 - WTSN-1400 Buffalo @ 12:39, only a few seconds so no report possible, WPEM-1460, Va., @ 1:30 L&C. 8/21 - WWSR-1420 Vt. @ 4:55am s/on. 8/26 - WVAL-1430 Pa. @ 4:52am. 9/10 - WIZX-930 Johnstown, NY @ 6:13pm s/off. SM 9/11 - WSLM-1230 Salem, Ind. L&C @ 4:33am w/AM marathon. MM 9/12 - WKLZ-1470 in good on r/c @ 12:33am, & tentative WCAZ-990 r/c @ 1:20. Their TTs were nice, but their IDs were awfully weak. Recent verities: WOHO v/f, WPW v/l, CHLO v/l, WAVN v/q. From about 9/7 to 9/10, there would be no skip at SSS, except for weak signals from the Caribbean area. During these days, I tried my hardest for muchly needed WSLT-1520, after WHWE's 6pm s/off, but no luck. Either WSLT is off the air by 6pm, or they have a very severe directional system, nulling this area completely. Signals from the Atlantic City area are usually quite strong here via groundwave. When WLDS-1490 was 250w, they used tooms in well on a table radio. Now they're even better, hi. WCHE-1520 dominated that channel each night w/fairly weak signals, w/ a bit of WKEW u/them at times. Around 6:15 or 6:30, WRAI would dominate 1520 quite well. Sunday night 9/11 skip was back at SSS, & WCHE was strong, WVOB u/them, & WKEW u/WOBO, but still no sign of WSLT. Also tried for WVEB-1440 & WICH-1310, but no luck. These frequencies dominated by WHIE & WJLK respectively. I also tried for WJZJ-1450, but only WQO & WOB & WSLT splash there. My college, HPI, owns & operates WHAZ-1330, & for those of you who haven't logged them here's some tips. They operate only Mon-Fri, w/12 noon s/on, & 5pm s/off, except in Winter when they s/off at earlier sunsets. Also, WHAZ is on Monday nights 6pm-midnight, which is during WVEV/WFOCV SP. WHAZ is 1,000w SH-1. All times above are EDT or EST, depending on time of year. 73.

Mike Tilbrook - 261 Hoodridge Drive - Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania - 15234

How do. I had a great time at the Montreal Convention as I finally made it w/George Greene & Frank Merrill. On the way back from the Convention we took a long way & visited Dave Schmidt, Joe Kureth, & Jim Smale. Well, now down to verities. v/q - CCKW-1280, WFAA-570 WAAM-570. v/l - WBOL-1560 w/CW, WJZM-1400, WXYX-900 WNTT-1270 WHLN-1150 w/CW, CXTK-1150 w/CW, WMUH-1580 KSGM-930 CJOC-1220 CKCO-1150 w/CW, WSGB-1490, KSTT-1170 on SC, & WUSB-1350 on my letter w/CW. I did a whole lot of DXing before the Convention but haven't hit the dials since I've been back. As tonight is My I probably will do some DXing. Anyway, down to DX. 8/20 - WAXU-1580 7:29pm s/off. WCLW-1570 7:30 s/off. WFAA-900 7:45pm s/off. 8/21 - WHWE-1560 10:39am s/on. WBTM-1530 6:39am. WODJ-1560 for call change, 4:40pm. WUST-1120 6:39pm. WHLY-1600 7:30 s/off. 8/22 - WHOM-1220 12:35 ET. WSGB-680. CXTK-1150 1:01am. KSTT-1170 r/c 1:20. CCKW-1280 weak u/to 1:59am. 8/23 - WRAC-1340, WNTT-1270, WATO-1290 WODG-1520 & WSGA-1400, all noted w/Atlanta Braves BB 12:30-1:15am. WHIG ET, ID @ 1:08 on 1340. 8/25 - WMTL-1580 7:45pm s/off. WMR-1550 8pm s/off. 8/27 - WHIC-540 7pm. WSGB-1600 7:17pm s/off. 8/28 - WSAFE-1230 7am s/on. WOOD-1310 7:10pm. WDIG-1430 7:25pm. WNTT-1600 7:29 s/off. WSGM-1580 7:55p. WFGP-1280 1:29am s/off. CHIN-1540 2am s/on. WBTM-1530 6:39am. WODJ-1560 for call change, 4:40pm. WUST-1120 6:39pm. WHLY-1600 7:30 s/off. 8/29 - WHOM-1220 12:35 ET. WSGB-680. CXTK-1150 1:01am. KSTT-1170 r/c 1:20.

As they say in Holland, Michigan, "WE Had A NICE CONVENTION."
Hi. After a long absence during the summer months, I'm back at the dials again. I had a great time in Montreal & really enjoyed meeting all the wonderful people who make up this excellent Club of ours. Andy Rugg & Sam Simmons - thanks again for making it a wonderful convention. One lone verie this summer, a v/1 from WFKY-1490, for an April report. DX: 8/1 - WJET-1400 12:40am on the easy home from work in the P.O. (I was a Seasonal Assistant.) 8/4 - CJOC-1220 weak 1:46am. WNL-870 noted off @ 1:55am. I could get only a weak Cuban there, but no jammer noted. Weak SS on 825, 1:55am. WJNN-1240 2:15am. 8/13 - WAPA-1560 8pm s/off. WCTI-1560 8:05pm. S55 on 1504 & 1275 @ 8:40pm. MM 8/22 - No static, believe it or not. CJOC-1220 fair 1:16. KEDS-1190 1:17. Later, I logged new WO10-1050 1pm. 8/23 - No Cuba on 570! 8/24 - WNOO-1550 7:14pm in car. WM1-1550 7:45pm s/off w/Brahm's Lullaby also in car. (The Brahms' Lullaby was in the radio; I was in the car, hi.) At home, WOKC or WOKZ-1570 (probably WOKC) 8pm s/off. WCFC-1580 8pm s/off. Dutch or somethng on 1435 clear @ 8:05, probably Aruba. KIIG-1610 8:15s s/off. WM 8/29 - CX seemed pretty good. WBAW-1380 10:35am ET/5C. KKL-1370 good, 1:15am. WACO-1460 1:31am s/off. CJOC-1220 excellent S 5-7 up to 2am s/off; best level I've ever had for them. Weak EE after their s/off, probably CKXDA. PM, WHEC-1300 7:29 pm s/off w/Battle Hymn of the Republic. WTOC-1560 7:44pm s/off. WOKJ-1560 good @ 7:45pm. WSMI-1540 8pm s/off. 8/30 - A very good AM. It didn't seem like Summer, no QRN at all. No Cuba on 570 again, I hope this is permanent. WFFA was on top of WAMC most of the morning, but KVI sneaked in now & then. KPMC-1560 was good until 2am when I went to bed, but I was getting an unID EE u/them which I still can't figure out. (I believe this is XE VIP, Steve -ERC) No DXing since then, but I'll be going at it pretty strong soon. I started at the U. of Pittsburgh this Fall in Liberal Arts & will probably be majoring in Math. I'll be commuting, so I don't think it will hurt my DXing too much. They have me a great sked; twice a week my earliest class is 10am; twice it's 11am, & once it's noon. I hope I'll be able to get more AM DXing in now than I did before. 73.

Joe Fela - 167 Goodwin Avenue - Newark, New Jersey - 07112

Greetings. It's been some time since my last report & although I really don't have much to say, I thought I'd check in anyway. As I've been made the "Special Features Editor" I'd like to hear the views from the members of what they think this section should contain. This would be helpful as I'd like to get this feature going as soon as possible. Special articles should be sent to me as soon as they're ready as this will definitely be a part of the format. As for the F/C list, I expect to have the stencil in Dick Cooper's hands within three weeks. While it won't be the biggest list out, it should certainly be the most accurate, percentage-wise. I'd just like to say here that I thoroughly enjoyed the Montreal Convention. It's too bad that more members didn't make it. What happened to the rest of you guys, hi? As for my DX, the latest verie that came in here were from WFBZ-710 WTDD-920 & WFRG-980, all long overdue. The last report I sent out was to KDOT-1440 but they didn't answer. This was six months ago. I am starting to get back in the DX-groove & hope this will be a much better season than last. I did have a brief DX session on 9/11 but the only two things noted were CWK-1570 off, leaving XEIP alone (this at 1:15am) & WTA-1250 for a new call. A few no-ID QCs & TIs also noted, of course. That should take care of everything for now. 73.

Rick Evans - Box 718 - Gary, Indiana - 46401

Frank Merrill Jr. - 10693 Salina-Milan Road - Milan, Michigan - 48160

Greetings from "CK" country! DX, anyway the CBC stuff, has been dead all summer, with the following catches: 7/24 - R. Mil-1040, HR73, 12:36am. 7/30- WNOP-740 finally at 5:35pm. 8/1 - WXGD-1540 2:25, WJON-1240 2:30. 9/8 - WSC-1155 7:22pm. Veris: KTCB/KZYM WYBC (107 days) KNAM (157 days) WJON/KCUB (112 days) w/letters, & WUSD on a small folder they use. I was one of the member attending the 1966 Montreal Convention, & I'll never forget going as it was one of my most enjoyable trips ever. I rode up with George Greene, Mike Tilbrook, Steve Weisense & Dave Nager, & on the way back we (all except Steve) visited Dave Schmidt, Joe Jurseth, & Jim Smalley in that order. Pictures & visits were made for many radio stations, & other photographed or visited were WZAK-FM WHTI-WTV-2 WKEN WMWJ QV WRED WBIX-2 WADK WMYC-TV CFOX (hi) WAMS WBM WMBP-5 WSCW (a couple we were booted out of, hi). Jerry Bojd, please write (also Jim Courtney, Rich Gula & lots others). By the way, BCB DX so slow because of TV DX here mainly, w/now about 45 newies added this season. Best catch was CEFO-9 Timmins Ont. 16,000w & 480 miles on 7/17; farthest trop was 700 miles in KOLN-10 Lincoln, seen 1:05 am on 8/29. Right now (1:31am on 9/9) I think I may have the Mexico City station on 1560, but more likely it'll turn out to be good ole KFOX, hi. Currently, SC total up to 760, newspapers up around 900 (I haven't counted up my new ones yet, hi John Gifford (write it) & Wayne Heinen). I guess that takes care of my activities for the Summertime DX lull period, & I hope that many DXers heard more than I did, hi. 73s & best of DX to all.

Ernest R. Cooper - 438 East 21 Street - Brooklyn, New York - 11226

First of all, a rousing THANK YOU to Andy & Sam for a Convention to Remember! Everything was super-wonderful, boys, & I certainly enjoyed every minute of it! A great job, well planned, & well done! NRC will always remember you! My count was 46 NRCers present, & it was swell meeting so many new ones, & of course, great seeing so many old friends once again. And, don't forget, it's EUGENE in '67! Now to DX. Veris are scarce, but a couple: WFEC-1400, WMWB-1450. A few more written to, but no replies. This is what we've been doing at the dials: MM 8/22 - Unn WBCR-1490 w/TT @ 1:51, then back to AN show @ 1am. CBC-LPRT-1190 c/OERG, seems to be CBAR, 40w, in Caro, MI. A report was sent to CB & I understand it should have gone to CBH, hi. 1:51, unn WSMC-1450 on f/c-1400 & off @ 1:58am. ET/M on 1370 2:05-2:10 & on, no IDs heard. CBC-LPRT-1510 heard 2-3, which is probably the new one in Vermillion Bay, Ont., CBEJ, no ID, no report sent, but watch for this one MM. Semi-cl mx u/KW @ 2:34-2:40, who? 8/26 - Two ETers on 1560 @ 1:05, WFHN one of them went off @ 1:06, the other seemed to be WGDL. Guadeloupe-640 on for Hurricane Faith, c/OEJ, in FF, unn. MM 8/29 - XKL-1570 off, & every DXing AM since, hip hip hooray. "R. Titanic"-355 seemed to be AN. WTIN-1520, Apopka, Fla. logged on ET/M 1:21-1:30, in the clear here. WCLS-1580, unn, heard ETing @ 2:40. An SS u/Jerry Starr & Wes Boyd's Employer (WHOT-1330). TTs w/no IDs on 1350 2:25-2:35 & two on 1530 w/WHOT & SS. WINU-1510 ET/TT/00 2:00am & much of the AM, so no chance for 40w. CBEJ, no ID, ending f/c-1490. WMBL-1470 noted silent this AM; ditto XKL-1570. Loud tester on 1490 most of AM, Joe Fela says it was WHDD. TT on 1070 c/u CB, no ID heard. OC making WTI-1090 "jump," but no modulation of any kind heard. We noted on the trip to/from Montreal that WXK/WONE-1500, Troy, NY, is NOT operating; that WKAJ-900 is most definitely on & doing well w/commer ci als, hi. WICO-1490 is on Yankee BB net; that CBM-1110 uses mostly FF on their RX, a kw. daytimer. Aurora GX on way down made WKP-1450 & WHKY-1490 sound like 50kw in the clear, hi. WXIP which usually gets gobbled about five miles S of Poughkeepsie, held a perfectly clear signal way down to Spring Valley! OK, lads, let's make this the greatest year ever for NRC, next issue in two weeks! C U in 14.

September 17, 1966  D X  N E W S  (Rick Evans) WAKY WPAP WOOD KOMO WSAG (postage due) KQIL WWCA WPTR KCOL KACL WQAM.
Five veris received in past four days. What will Sunday bring me? Local WWGA-1270 is planning to go AN (S&P by engineer) sometime this Fall. They were on an extra 70 minutes 9/4 to cover capture of four Canadian fugitives six blocks from my place, & I was sleeping in two windows wide open! Sorry about not being in Montreal, but I did spend a weekend in Milwaukee, which is a very friendly city, I think. Out of paper, so 73 until next time.

Ann Situation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KFRC</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>MM &amp; SM, AN-7?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSAA</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>MM &amp; SM, AN-7?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KQIL</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>MM &amp; SM, AN-7?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFNB</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td>(starts around 9/15, FF/BB) 1500 EBHA AN-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEED</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>(exc. 2nd &amp; 4th MM 4-8am) 1520 EACY AN-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCON</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>AN-7 (replaces WSKP) OFF: 1570 XKL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONTEST MANAGERS: Contests #1 & #4 - STEVE WEINSTEIN - 435 Jayson Ave., Pittsburgh, Penna. 15228.
Contests #2, #3, & #5, MIKE TIBBROOK - 513 Spyder Hall, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania.

CONTEST #1: (States and Provinces)
1. This season's contest will start at 12:01 am local time on 10/1/66 & will end at 11:59 pm local time on 6/30/67. Contestant's final entries must be reported to the Contest Manager no later than 7/15/67.
2. Three stations from each of the 50 states, D.C., & the ten Canadian provinces will be eligible. The first station logged (heard only) from each state, province, or D.C., will count one (1) point; the second station will count two (2) points; and the third station will count three (3) points, making a possible total of six (6) points, in each state, D.C., or province.
3. Any NRC members in good standing are eligible and must submit their entry fee of 20¢ to the Contest Manager by 12/1/66. New members may enter within one (1) month after becoming a member, if they so desire.
4. Final standings will be posted in DX NEWS, or they will be announced at the 1967 Eugehe Convention and then posted.
5. Contestants must bring their totals on or before the end of each month. Failure to do so will mean forfeiture of the 20¢ entry fee.
6. List of entries must include the date, call, frequency, date logged, etc.
7. Contestants must be verified in order to count.
8. Contestants may enter within one (1) month after becoming a member, if they so desire.
9. Contestants must be verified by 12/1/66.
10. Prizes will be issued according to the number of contestants.
11. All stations may be logged within a ten-mile radius of the DXer's home base.
12. Any judgment as to interpretation of the rules or disqualification of contestants rests solely with the Contest Manager.

CONTEST #2: (Lettera)
OBJECT: To build tiers of call letters by logging U.S. & Canadian stations.
FORMAT: The fourth (or last) letter in each call is the letter used in building a tier. A tier is completed by logging 26 stations representing each letter in the alphabet. One tier must be completed before another may be begun.
EXAMPLE: Montreal's CCFI would be an "F" in the contest. One would then need 25 other letters to complete one's first tier. Each letter represents one (1) point.
OTHER: Rules 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, & 12 from the States-Provinces contest (#1) above also apply. However, disregard the verification of Specials in Rules 7 & 9.

CONTEST #3: (Capitals)
OBJECT: To log one station from each of the state and provincial capitals, plus Washington, D.C. & Ottawa, Ont.
FORMAT: Each station logged represents one (1) point. This, the greatest possible score would be 62 in this contest.
OTHER: Rules 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, & 12 from the States-Provinces Contest (Contest #1) also apply. However, disregard the verification of Specials in Rules 7 & 9. Note that Rule 4 is omitted in this contest (50,000 watt stations DO count.)
CONTESTS 4 & 5 ARE ON THE REVERSE SIDE. NOTE THAT VERIFYING ENTRIES IN THESE CONTESTS IS NOT NECESSARY EXCEPT IN CONTEST #1, AS IT APPLIES TO NRC SPECIALS.
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CONTEST #4

OBJECT: To log as many stations on the "graveyard" frequencies (1230, 1240, 1340, 1400, 1450, & 1490) as possible.

FORMAT: Each station logged represents one (1) point. Any U.S. or Canadian station is eligible. Any domestic Special TEST or DX for the NRC will count as an additional five (5) points.

OTHER: Rules 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, & 12 from the States-Provinces Contest (Contest #1) also apply. However, disregard the second sentence in Rule 3, & remember that Specials count five (5) extra points, not three as in Contest #1. Also note that they MUST BE VERIFIED.

CONTEST #5

OBJECT: To log as many 250 watt stations on the NON-GRAVEYARD frequencies as possible.

FORMAT: Each station logged represents one (1) point. Any U.S. or Canadian station is eligible. Any domestic 250 watt Special TEST or DX for the NRC will count as an additional five (5) points.

OTHER: Rules 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, & 12, from the States-Provinces Contest (Contest #1) will also apply. However, disregard the second sentence in Rule 3, and note that Specials MUST BE VERIFIED.

Mike & Steve might add that you should re-read Rule 5 in Contest #1. The first word should be under-scored: All members are eligible! This means that the contests are not just open to the younger NRC members, but how about some of your older guys coming out and supporting the Club in this area? Except for Specials, the stations in these contests do not need to be verified, so many of the older members who used to complain about re-verifying stations & wasting time & money now have nothing to lean upon to keep them out of the contests!

Again, the entry fee for each contest is 20¢. One can enter one, any combination of, or all the contests, depending on his DXing tastes. We now feel that this variety of contests should be able to fit everyone of the 350-odd NRC members, and we expect a big turnout as a result. Good DXing & Good Luck! (And also those NRC members who are NOT odd, hi -ERC).

Well-written and well-thought-out contests, lads! Get into the fun right away and get your entry fees in! DO IT NOW – don't trust your memory and put it off!

---

570 K L A C New night pattern FCC 1310 W I F E New XR site & pattern FCC
590 W R X E Ex-WORL NRC 1330 C K K R Rosetown, Saskatchewan NRC
590 K O O L Now 5, CCOU2, two sites FCC 1350 W A V C Ex-WRFB NRC
910 K H B W Ex-KWGB NRC 1380 W T V R Ex-WMGB NRC
1060 O I O O Ex-WHOF NRC 1390 W X Y I Athens, Tennessee NRC
1060 W B Y B St. Pauls, N. C. NRC 1450 K E E D Ex-1050 kc/s. NRC
1070 W I B C New XR site & patterns FCC 1510 K P B C Portland, La. NRC
1050 K O R E Ex-1450 kc/s. NRC 1510 W J C Salem, New Jersey NRC
1130 W D G Y New night pattern FCC 1520 K O M A New night pattern FCC
1250 K C B N Now 1,000/250 U-1 FCC 1520 W Y C L Ex-1300 kc/s. NRC
1250 W O D I New Antenna system FCC 1500 W W R L New day pattern FCC
1250 W I G S Now 1,000/250 U-1 FCC 1500 W R B N Warner Robins, Ga. NRC
1250 K I N O Now 1,000/250 U-1 FCC 1500 W C W C Now 5,000 U, new site FCC

---

CHANGES IN STATION DATA — F. C. C.

(Purchased from Cooper-Dept, Inc., 1130 19th Street, Washington, D.C.)

NEW STATIONS

1060 Lockhart, Texas 250 D-3
1070 Sparta, North Carolina 250 D-1
1110 Petoskey, Michigan 10,000 D-3
1450 Cozmo, Puerto Rico 1,000/250 U-1
1540 Martinsville, Indiana 250 D-1
1550 Jackson, Georgia 1,000 D-1
1560 Sandusky, Michigan 1,000 D-3

"FACILITIES" HELD OVER TO NEXT ISSUE — ERC
NEW MEMBERS We are most pleased to welcome to our membership rolls the following:

JOSEPH H. SKURZEWKI 172 LATHROP ST. BUFFALO, N. Y. 14212
MARCELO LORENZO 35 SYLVAN DRIVE HYANNIS, MASS. 02601
RICHARD COOPER 13 WINTHROP ROAD WAYLAND, MASS. 01778
W. E. RITTAIYK 8936-A VANDERVEER ST. QUEENS VILLAGE, N. Y. 11427
DAN DANIELSON 1327 S. EAST AVE. BERWYN, ILL. 60402
PAUL K. HART 1022 SHADY LANE CLEVELAND, OH. 44117
HOWARD N. PEACOCK 1616 MARSHALL AVE. ROCHESTER, N. Y. 14608
GEORGE D. WOODWARD 1007 DOGWOOD DR. PONTIAC, ILL. 60901
WALTER LA ROCHE 475 MORRISON DR. FAIR LAWN, N. J. 07411
CHARLES HRNKO 2-33 - 30TH ST.

Former member HAROLD S. WILLIAMS, 50 THIRD AVE., SEYMOUR, CONN. 06483 rejoins.

RENEWALS as follows: RAYMOND BELL J. IDAN SHEEDY GRADY LEWIS
DANIEL SHOAF GILBERT MORGAN THOMAS WALSH GENE WOO
H. D. "DON" ALLEN ANDY RUGG TOM MANN LARS A. RYDEN
STEPAN KEBBER DANIEL KAHN RAYMOND S. MOORE ROBERT KARCHEWSKI
DAVID M. LEWIS KEN BORDEN RAYMOND KRAUL RONALD SCHWAT

JAMES WARNER (Several of you have sent your money to John Callarman and will receive proper acknowledgment as soon as we get the machinery changed over!)

ERROR We gave you the wrong address for two Chicago members last issue. May we give you their correct address! KENNETH and THOMAS EHRENBERG, 2307 W. 44TH PL., CHICAGO, ILL. zip code 60609. Sorry about that fellows!

RALPH JOHNSON sends late data. WKTS 950 Sheboygan, Wisc. hrd s/on 9/13 @ 5:27 EST The Canadian all-nighter gives two station calls; CKBB Barrie and CCKB Collingwood. Ralph says he has CKCB listed as kHz 250 Collingwood and studios at CKBB Barrie both owned by Barrie Ltd. A letter CHIC 790 Brampton, Ont. Harry J. Allen, Jr. says 24 hours with silent period midnight Sunday until 6 AM Mondays. WNJR noted on 1130 AM with NA/program 9/13. (And Ralph adds "NUTS!")

CHANGES It was our intention to announce details of the change-over to Houston headquarters. Space limits us in this issue; and we have considerable correspondence yet before we will have all the details worked out. Sufficient to say that we are in no hurry about making the change-over, and will try to do it with the least inconvenience to the members. Immediately however, we want you to send your dues to John Callarman. I have mimeoed a new batch of DUES REMINDER slips and beginning with this issue have listed John's address. For the present I will insert a DUES REMINDER slip in with your bulletin. John will keep the records and will issue your membership card. I do hope you will accept a membership card with the Kittanning address until we have the supply exhausted. Perhaps John will affix his own address sticker. If you do send your dues to Kittanning, that is quite OK and you will receive the proper credit. We want to get the work shifted over to John though, so please cooperate.

REPORT FORMS and LETTERHEADS are available from Kittanning through April 1, 1967. I shall continue to subsidize that little project as I have been doing for about twenty years. Remember, minimum order 200 for $2.25 postpaid. Any assortment.

SPANISH REPORT FORMS will be available shortly. I think I can announce in the next bulletin how you may obtain them.

LOOP PLANS Jim O'Brien has offered to cut stencils for the Loop Plans. We've sent Jim a photo copy of the only set left. Also, we have received orders from four or five non-members for these plans and I will certainly take care of that as soon as Jim gets the stencils to me.

MUCH MATERIAL has to be carried over this issue! I have a page and a half from Andy Rugg with Montreal Convention report. Hope Ernie and John will allow space for it next issue. NORM MAGNUSON's listings missed last deadline by one day, but no space to include this time. I'll use them next issue. I suggest all members condense their musings and avoid repetitions. Makes a better bulletin when you do, and gives us space for extra features. Please only one report per issue. 30 pages is the maximum we can handle here, and that is quite a heavy work-load. 73 Dick Cooper.
Kcs. Call, Location Remarks

Hrd 9/16 hud. EDS in OK to thou. Johnson.

610 WWTR Manchester, N.H. Mt S/off 11:06 PM.
(See, Pld.) Marc De Lorenzo.

660 WNN Binghamton, N.Y. Sked 4:30 AM
(See, 6:00) to 11:00 PM., Johnson.

700 WSG Mt. Jackson, Va. C/on w SSB.
KDys at 4:30 AM., Johnson.

790 WPIC Sharon, Pa. Vady S/on 5:01 AM w SSB.
Johnson.

790 WAKY Louisville, Ky. Vady S/on 5:00. 30 AM.
Johnson.

790 LSV Belleville, N.Y. Sept. Sked 5:00 AM
(See, 6:00) to 7:15 PM., Johnson.

900 KAJ Saratoga Springs, N.Y. Sept.
S/off is 6:00 PM. Ernie Cooper.

900 WBBT Greenbriar, Miss. Sept.
Sked 6:45 AM-7:15 PM., Oct. 7:15 AM-6:30 PM.
Caldwell.

910 KRL New City, N.Y. Sept. S/off is 6:00 PM.

930 WNCR Johnstown, N.Y. Sept.
S/off is 6:15 PM., ERC.

950 WATY Boston, Mass. Sept.
S/off is 6:00 PM. Hyannis, Mass. what? No name.

960 WHEL New Haven, Conn. Mt.
11:59 PM Sunday PM. M. De Lorenzo.

970 WZRE Newark, N.J. S/off nightly at 11 PM.
AN in about Doc. w new Hackensack XMTR.

970 WOP Vidalia, Ga. hud FC/MT on 8/16 at 12:10 AM.
M. De Lorenzo.

970 WSH Portland, Me. Mt.

990 WBY Providence, R.I. Sept.
S/off is 5:59 PM. "Hyannis"

1030 KLMF Little Rock, Ark. Mt.
S/off is 12:00 Mid. Ash.


1080 WMEC Pontiac, Ill.
(See, 6:00) to 7:00 PM., Johnson.

1080 WIVY Valparaiso, Ind. Sept.
Sked is 6:30 AM-7:00 PM. Johnson.

1090 WGLC Moulton, Ill.
Sept. RS is 6:30 AM to 7:00 PM., Johnson.

1090 WIVS Vinton, Iowa.
Sept. S/off is 7:15 PM., Johnson.

1110 CGBL Cornwall, Ont. is mostly FF, some EE., ERC.

1140 WBAR Conco, N.S. is an w CBC & tups
Cmnd Mt's, 40 wats., ERC.

1220 WCLB Carlin, Ga. hud FC/TT on 9/7 at 2:15-2:30 AM., JAB.

1260 WPIV Belvelo, Ill.
RS is 6:00 AM to Midnight, Johnson.

1270 WMT Tallahassee, Fla. Vady S/off is 12:05 AM., M. De Lorenzo.

1280 WARQ Aurora, Ill.
Sign-off at Midnight, Johnson.

1290 WMC Culver, Fl.
Hud FC/TT on 8/23 at 12:48-12:39 AM., M. De Lorenzo.

1320 WBGK Keene, N.H. Vady S/off is 11:00 PM., M. De Lorenzo.

1350 WJDA Quincy, Mass. Sept.
S/off is 5:58 PM., Hyannis.

1360 WRLK Asbury Park, N.J. SH Silent Period (SP) is 11:00 PM to 5:00 AM. Ash.


1390 WJAS Pittsburgh, Pa.
RS 4:30 AM -12:05 AM, Sunday 6:30 AM-11:00 PM., Johnson.

1390 WBXY Milton, Fl.
Hrd on test 9/4 & 1:10-1:16 AM asking for reports, Johnson.

1390 KVOL Lafayette, La.
Sunday AM S/off is 1:05 AM., Johnson.


1390 WHM Princeton, N.J. Vady S/off is 11:01 PM., M. De Lorenzo.

1390 WAVY Portsmouth, Va.
Mt S/off is 12:06 AM., M. De Lorenzo.

1390 WLYN Lynn, Mass. Sept.
S/off is 6:00 PM., Hyannis.

1390 WKFD Middletown, R.I.
Sept. S/off is 6:00 PM. Hyannis.

1390 WABG Richmond, Va. Hud FC/TT on 8/24 at 11:34 PM., M. De Lorenzo.

1390 WLMP Milford, Pa.
Vady S/on is 4:00 AM., M. De Lorenzo.

1410 CGBB Pontiac, Que. Soon to go AN-7, Bilingual, FIFOE, ERC.


1420 WBCB Pittsfield, Mass.
Vady S/off is 11:02 PM., M. De Lorenzo.

1430 WEVE Endicott, N.Y.
Mt S/on 11:30 AM., M. De Lorenzo.

1430 WILF Medford, Mass.
Sept. S/off is 5:59 PM., Hyannis.

1440 WABM Babylon, N.Y. Hud FC/TT on Mt 8/22 at 12:20 AM., M. De Lorenzo.

1450 WNYT Buffalo, N.Y. Mud FC/TT on Mt 8/15 at 12:25-12:40, this RC, 3rd AM.

1450 WFRV Muskegon, Mus.
Hrd VS/IX 12/8/15 u 1230,De Lorenzo(ERC) all so hrd by DeLoro-

1460 WJAM Goshen, Ind.
Sked. 6:00 AM-11:00 PM. (Their time) Johnson.

1490 WKFO Pointe Claire, Que. RS is 0355-1200, 0455 Sat & Sun. rr, c/w only 12-2.

1490 WHOM New York, N.Y. Mt S/off is check 10:00 PM Sunday, Ash.

1510 WCBL Vonom Million Bay, Ont. Can be hrd Mt's w CBC AN show, 40 wats., ERC.

1510 WRAN Dover, N.J. Mt S/on is 4:32 AM., M. De Lorenzo.

1540 WADK Newport, R.I.
Vady S/on is 5:30 AM., M. De Lorenzo.

1550 WMGO Cape Giraudon, Me. hud FC/TT on 8/30 at 1:00-11:15 AM., JAB.

1570 WAFL Freeport, Ill.
Mt S/on 6:16 AM., off at 6:55 PM. Johnson
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There will undoubtedly new contest, with similar rules, begins with all
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of a new editor for this section.

A specific time is established for Gordon to take over.

----------==

identification will now mean

4CD,

(5) Tweedie, N.J. adds: None
(6) Silvcr, Jamaica adds: HJCE; R. Luxembourg; WYSE; WEAF; UUL; WPEL; TISHE; Barbados; WJSE-

Castries; Kottserat; KNER; H-V;33; YSS

(7) Neff, N.Y. adds: None
(8) Ganger, Md. adds: None
(9) Holbrook, Md. adds: None
(10) Parsons, Pa./Ins. adds: None
(11) Rugg, One. adds: None
(12) Mathes, N.Y. adds: None
(13) Fele, Md. adds: None

That's it ... and how about that finish in the East? Here's what you get in both divisions: (All prizes are stamps): 1st-2ndt, $6.00; 2-3-Place, $3.00; 4-5-Shpv, $1.50. Also, in the East, since $4 wasn't enough a prize, $5 wins $1.00 for honorable mention. IF CENTRAL/WEST had been equal in size, another prize would have been possible there, too. PRIZE-WINNERS! PLEASE DROP ME A LINE RIGHT AWAY Advising me how you want your stamps. YOU CAN HAVE W3EA, ALL OR IN PART, FOREIGN STAMPS (BUT LET ME KNOW YOUR PREFERENCES, AN/AR YOU CAN CHOOSE INS). ALSO, IF YOU PLAN TO ENTER THE NEW CONTEST, TELL ME, AND IF WE WITH YOU, I'LL DEPOTA THE 50$ ENTRY FEE FROM YOUR PRIZE. New contest, with similar rules, begins with all registrations and verifications -- foreign-wise -- after Sept. 1st. Official rules, with changes, if any from last season, will appear next issue. Get your 50$ entry fee to Ben Dangerfield, 202 Governor's Drive, Chester, Pa. 15214.

CONVENTION-COUR BAR FOWCITH WRITES: Nice way to kick off a new season; got home and find some aurora skip rolling in from the South. I think we were having the beginning of a solar flare of some sort that Mother morning stop Mount Royal when we didn't hear anything, GW did seem quite bad. And the following night was when we got home, and all the SA's were coming in so well.

SUMMER IX IN ENCINITAS, CALIF. has been excellent: 2AR on FMs for country 3/45... also have tales of 2RE, 2MA, 4CB, this one over 5-8/9 for a few minutes on WH 15 Aug ... with USN on 1560 and W10 on 1550, I was hearing a cumulative distance of 12,000 miles, MJ, TO, FJN, HVDL, and apparently HJCD-1010 with Radio Biez Veinte ID's ... still looking for 2ZC, too! (Ben Sheedy)

PIJF. As of 8/1, the FPC went "New Time." All callsigns were dropped, and the stations became "Radio PIJF," WH3 to 1320 as Radio PIJF, in Lautoka. Former WH7I moved to 840, also as Radio PIJF. The change of identification will now mean that all PIJF stations become new ones to us. (New Zealand IX Radio Association.)
The Status of U.K. Pirates

By Gregg A. Galpin

Sept. 17, 1966

You know, John, I completely agree with you that one should watch for those pirates lest they slip away completely. I have been in Britain and I know the policies that Wilson's government are trying to put through.

After the murder of Reg Calvert (Radio City) the House of Commons was in a great uproar. That copped it. Anthony Wedgwood Benn, the Postmaster, has gone to Sweden to consult with his opposite authorities in the Swedish government. They banned all pirates and the long-standing FM Radio Syd had to leave. You may recall hearing how Radio Caroline rented Syd's ship while Caroline S ran ashore last January. Benn has proposed a Radio 247 scheme (see 1214) and although it doesn't seem too popular an idea in the U.K. it may be the result.

Sweden bought an all music channel to replace the missing Radio Syd.

Personally, I am sure they will be gone after the turn of the year. With fines to be imposed on those working on these, supplying them, or advertising over them, there doesn't seem to be much alternative. This measure is not yet law, although the Associated Press reports would like to tell you it is, as the House of Commons adjourned before it was to be introduced. However, it is one of the first items for the full setting.

Following is some information on almost all of the stations... some will be new to members:

Radio Caroline South: Has changed frequency and now states "259 meters" but actually on 1137 kHz. Transmissions are 24 hours per day and power is uncertain, but at least 50 kW.

Radio Caroline North: Poor signal when monitored in London, Dublin, Cork (Eire) or Belfast. During the first 2 of August they were testing a new 50 kW transmitter, and when test are completed they will be also 24 hours per day. They are running into competition with Maxx Radio on 460 kHz, and a survey recently taken showed Maxx Radio to be the more popular. It is anchored 3/4 miles off Ramsey, Isle of Man.

Radio Scotland: Poor reception noted in London, but a fantastic signal in Northern Ireland. Sound like a local, and very difficult to believe that it was anchored farther away than Caroline, which is often barely audible at times. Sundays they broadcast religious services as do Caroline N S.

Radio 370: Fairly new station anchored (not sure if it is a ship or fort) off Scarborough, Yorkshire. They announce same address. Scarborough is about half way up the East Coast of Great Britain. Reception is poor in London but fairly good in Northern Ireland. Frequency varies, and my receiver was not good enough to pin point it exactly... but in the vicinity of 1120 kHz. Modulation is terrible and 80% of what is said is not understandable. No fee!

Radio England/Britain Radio: Anchored on one ship, the "Leisure Fair" according to WW. This is probably the ship EX NEWS had an article on, which was being outfitted in Florida. It was to be called itself the "Hallmark of Quality Listening." Some evenings, Britain Radio (355 m) signs off and the channel is occupied instead.


New Zealand Pirates... There are four stations proposed for the Auckland area: The original, R. Hawaki, scheduled for October 1st, probably earlier; R. International, on R. Southern Cross, early September; R. Ventura, by end of August; and R. Neptune, details uncertain. R. Hawaki, in a letter to Arthur Cushen, has agreed to his suggestion to vacate 1450 due to co-channel interference, and now are to use 1400. Southern Cross (new R. International) with Keith Ashton, former 2SW announcer and DXer for many years as senior executive, phoned Arthur for more suggested frequencies for operation. Because of antenna height limitations, the station cannot go below 1400 kHz. It seems they will use either 1540 or 1570. Power will be 4 kW.

In connection with this topic, the National Party conference room concerning private commercial stations and the possibility of legal private ownership of broadcasting facilities should be mentioned. As the recent British legislation to suppress the U.K. pirates, it appears that the basis for action is the interference caused to other European Broadcasters and to congested channels there. It seems unlikely that such a basis could be used for NZ legislation against pirate stations, and the Minister of Broadcasting (Mr. Scott) has already stated that any measures the government might take would depend on a certain extent on the actions of the enterprises themselves. (New Zealand IX Times)
A secret 25-million pound plan for the BBC Overseas Services hangs in the balance this week as a Ministerial committee battles with the Treasury, which is bent on amputating the project, writes John Barry in a newspaper article sent your editor by Richard E. Wood, 207 E. 16th, Edinborough, Ind.

If the Treasury does persuade the Cabinet to abandon the plan in the interests of economy, BBC executives see it as "the beginning of the end" for what is, though few people in this country know it, Britain's main voice in the world.

The article goes on to outline how R. Moscow, R. Peking, the V.I.A., and West Germany have overtaken the BBC as a world broadcaster, and how even Egypt is hot on their heels.

In fact, the BBC believes that there is only one area of the world, the Middle East, where it competes on equal terms. Its signal, from Cyprus, is as strong as any; its Arabic coverage, 12 hours a day, is as long as any. Predictably, the BBC Arabic service is, in terms of listener response, by far the most successful in the BBC.

"But the overwhelming cause of the BBC Overseas Services' decline is simply that fewer than half the radio sets in the world can receive shortwave broadcasts," a top BBC executive said. The world is moving onto medium waves, with shorter range demanding more transmitting power but giving far better reception. The BBC, for lack of capital, is still using shortwaves outside Europe and the Middle East.

Thus, while the BBC whispers through two pre-war 100-kilowatt shortwave transmitters in Malaysia, the Voice of America blankets South East Asia with two 1000-kilowatt medium wave stations at Manila and Kinman.

There follows a tracing of the political meanderings of the BBC report, prepared by Sir Thomas Rapp, on Britain's overseas broadcasting, then...

What the Rapp Report says is that Britain must brace herself to the cost of medium wave broadcasting, or cease the pretense of running a world service. It details the new transmitters needed: In Malaysia, another station for China and Japan, possibly in Hongkong but if not possible, in the atolls south of Japan; medium wave coverage for India, Pakistan and Persia, from a possible base in Muscat and Oman. Finally, the report suggests that East Africa could be covered from Aldabra Island, north of Madagascar.

With additional boosting of the Overseas' Services' existing shortwave transmitters in Britain, plus the Cyprus station and a new station now being built on Ascension Island, in the Atlantic, to cover South America and West Africa, Britain would then have a world network.

But it would cost 25-million pounds -- just when the Government is cutting expenditure...

"There is an old joke," commented one BBC engineer, "to the effect that the overseas Services are simply the Foreign Office talking to itself. I'm afraid, without these transmitters, it may very well become true."


Domestic Xfer is only...

As this particular section of these stencils is typed, ye ed feels like Montreal 1 a.m. and up on Mount Royal for the first night of what Bob Foxworth mentioned as aurora personified. 'Tis the party KILF held this Monday deadline night for our station manager, Bill Weaver, who leaves KILF after 18 years in the McLeod organization (a longevity record) to take a radio job in New York City. At any rate, I discovered at said orgy (Sorry 'bout that, party) that the chief engineer here has multi DX reports stacked up ... for want of "printed card" ... and will turn them over to me as soon as both of us remember our conversation for "SLing purposes."

And while I think of it, G. Harly Leileure -- in case I fail to look it up between now and then -- send me your Kitzmiller, Md., address, because I have a very good KPIN f/e report from you ... and one piece of KPIN blank stationary left. And despite the fact that last month's IDIX was dated Aug. 12, while the reminder of the bulletin was dated Aug. 20th, I can assure you that I've got the deadlines straight when I say that IDIX will go out two days late, count of Tuesday, Sept. 13, I'm carrying my "Get that Dac Fee-mah!" pennant Tilbrook gave me out to the Astrodome for the last-chance to see my ol' Army buddy, Jim Pagliaroni in action. CO-CO-GO! BLACK MAX!! (His) (uttera be a Dodger fan!) 76 tips Wed.
WHAT'S HEARD...

565 ARIA. Station heard here 0705 when 2YH silent; language appeared to be Malay. Tape and tentative report sent to Jesselton. (Keith Robinson, Kapuka, No. 7, R.B., Invercargill, NEW ZEALAND)

600 COLUMBIA. RJH, R. Libertad, Darrauquilla, at 0140 late under WPH, but peaking occasionally. (Dennis P. Waters, 1524 Hunter Lane, Clearwater, Fl., 33756)

630 TANGANYKA. Far as Salama Commercial service has been noted several nights in July at 2200 s/on in Swahili and English, but reception quality is far below that experienced during the Spring. Recent v/m for 630 s says is 100 kw, into a 400 foot "mast radiotimer". Signer is J. Hirtzer. (Gordon P. Nelson, 19 Trem. Av., Watertown, Mass.)

665 DOM. REP. R. Gutiúrrez, Santiago, drifting here occasionally in August from 660. (JICA, Box 112, Englewood, Colo. 80110)

679 PUERTO. XAX, Havana, Cuba; occasional s/read. (Swedish Calling XEtors)

705 ST. VINCENT. WJL, Kingstown, on 9/6 2030 to 2100 heard well at times and report. (Allen Merriman, P.O. Box 6, Fairplay, Va. 20130)

720 PANAMA. R. Republica heard on 01/5 from 0200 past 0230 with SS, GM, ads (one for flights to Miami and New York) and some US sr (in SS). Many mentions of Colon and Panama, but not in ID, so where are they? No info here - I would appreciate greatly if someone would help me with this one as I'd like to try for a v/m. (Fred L. Parsons, 229 Lincoln Street East, Welland, Ont. Canada.

731 MEXICO. Lorenzo Marques noted in PP at 2330 s/on 7/27 and 7/30; out by 2342 both nights. Not as good as this time last year. Just the slightest trace of RNE-barcelona visible on these dates. (Nelson, Mass.)

731 CHILI. WM, Noted Mon. 9/5 at 2200, definite Cuban, believe this one in Gutiérrrez, san & women, strong, and nearly alone, chaotic. (Foxworth, N.J.)

750 COLUMBIA. RJK, Medellín, loud and clear 9/5 at 2200 sports sponsored by cigarette co., slight TRM from what I think was VNX, no sign of JUC. (Foxworth, N.J.)

760 NEW ZEALAND. VTA, Auckland, NZX programming // WTA-780 strong 01/5 at 0605 and on. (Randy Seaver, 2119 30th St., San Diego, Cali. 92104)

790 BERMUDA/CR. VIRGIN ISL. ZDM, Roadtown, Tortola, noted mid-June around 2000, but not a chance since Barbados moved down to 700. When we were in the Virgin Islands in May, ZDM ("soon to be 10,000 watts") suffered a very bad hit from Barbados-75, and obviously a change was in order; the Barbados shifted down to 720, the worst move possible, however. When ZDM comes up to full power, expect another change. (Nelson, Mass.) Please note the correct call is ZDM, not ZUV-1, as you'll see elsewhere. (Ed.)

840 CHILE. GC04, Valparaíso, heard 6/27-29, 7/7, 7/12, 7/27 from 0530-0515 in general. GMU gave "Caba del Caribe" ID at 0530 1/5, so GC04 probably gone for the year. May and June seen best for this one. (Seaver, N.J.)

830 ST. LUCIA. Castries was very good here Mon. evening 9/5 in French with steady signal, some GM behind them. None of the weaker Caribbean stations such as WIG was readable in Summit, however. (Foxworth, N.J.)

848 INDIAN WATERS (England). R. Britain now being heard evenings, causing a hitch with Rome. So far, I haven't been able to get a good log, but don't think I'll have too long to wait. Best period was 8/20, 2210 to 2250. (Ken Dangerfield, 202 Governor's Drive, Chester, Pa. 19013.) Note EBU material, which would indicate Rome is responsible for the heterodyne. (Ed.)

890 INDIAN WATERS. Heard here by some on GMU's is actually "Free Cuba," an AN SS broadcast from WL, also simulcast on WKN-1600. (Water, Fla.) But the one WKN WL with "La Voz de Cuba" programming, and the one reported for SM reception by Larry Godin last issue, is likely the new Radio Rebelde outlet, reported in Porosso. (Ed.)

977 ARGENTINA. GMR, Locarno, audible several nights a week all summer; musical programs to s/off 1959 w/choral version of *Misa*; carrier out 2002/30 most nights. Radio buzz from EJ-101 which is always in at this time. GMR, especially good on 8/0 and 8/12. Pretty good signal for only 10 kw (as per CWL received some time ago). (Nelson, Mass.)

975 NICARAGUA. YML, R. Mundial, Leon, strong here M/L around 0030. (Water, Fla.)

995 NICARAGUA. YML, R. Libertad, Apartado 875, Managua, heard on 6/2 until 2600 s/off with SS ads, Music, Comentarios Internacionales by Jose Manuel Montenegro, and many ID's with call letters, especially at s/off. Very strong, possibly better than YML-6751 (Parsons, Cali.)
(Re XE-19-570, I had in my notes for the section, but failed to include on the stencils, that a re-listen to my tape indicated the announcer did indeed say "XE-Far" instead of "XE-See" as I misheard it.)

290 ALEGRIA, Algiers still has English 1700-1730 and Spanish 1730-1700. French heard as late as 1900. (SCINX)

CYRUS. This freq. quency, which I reported previously, has been confirmed by the summer suplemen of WTWH as being Limassol. Run by FFRS. (Calkin, in Northern Ireland)

TAIWAN. Voice of Free China, Taipei, with the Dragon Man show in English to s/off at 1120. (Robinson, N.Z.)

295 BRAZIL. English outlet regularly here, but tough to log due to masses on each side. Reprinted on 7/31 with English ID at 0630. (Robinson, N.Z.)

920 TAIWAN. EBC9, Broadcasting Corp. of China's new outlet, appears to be AM. Logged after 1300 7/21. (Robinson, N.Z.)

910 VENEZUELA. VNYR, R. Aeropuerto, Maracay. Definite ID through the mess on this channel 2145 on 9/5, unusual for anything from Qc or SA to be stop crowded 910 here in N.J. (Foxworth)

926.003 DESHENUAND. EEG Relay station, reportedly in Francistown, has been logged many nights in July and August. Their open carrier is usually on by 2245; signal at 2300 with ID relay; no spectral ID's noted. Signal strength fairly good at times, but audio is rather shallow (probably due in part to relay onchip) and jamming is audible at times, no doubt from Rhodesia. Failure times are very close to the computer predicted 2200 fbecut times: 2357 on 7/1 (2200 prediction is 0001); 2234 on 8/5 (2200 predicted as 2345). Jamming fades out 2-3 minutes before Francistown, which tends to confirm Rhodesia as the location of the jamming emitter. 2200 calculations indicate that this station will not be heard after about 9/13 (when 2200 is at 23:0 s/cm). Mean direction finding: anomaly is 1+5, which implies relay station is somewhat to north of Francistown and/or jammer is north of Francistown path (i.e. in Rhodesia.) European reports to the effect that the freq. of this station varies is in error; never measured more than 5 cycles from 926 kcs. This country will become Botswana on 9/30/66; I have seen reports to the effect that the EEG relay station will be shut down on this date. Desehuanland logged as MW country #115; African country #120. (Nelson, Mass.)

950 UYKX. Mystery here 7/11 at 0500 with 7 pipes; ... weird, no? Possibly 2200, though I have no idea. Difficult to hear any talk before or after. Clear freq. For 2200 or UYX. (Seaver, Calif.)

905 IRAN. Kemanshah regular here around dawn and taped report sent. (Robinson, N.Z.)

1010 MEXICO. XEXB, Esperanza, Sonora, heard almost daily until 0300 s/off, thanks to KOS tip. (Seaver, Calif.)

1020 BOLIVIA. CP4, La Paz, best ever 7/23 at 0540, caught a mention of "residentes bordentos" during discourse, as loud as TOX s/on at 0600. (Seaver, Calif.)

1060 CHILE. #9/5 at 0356-0401, I heard a station in Spanish announcing as 24 hours (AM) operation. It sounded like Radio Encyclopaedia Popular. (Parsons, Int.) OMEO, with that slogan, is reported AM here. (Ed.)

1070 MEXICO. XONE, R. Capital, Queretaro. New station here with 3500 watts. VS is Ernesto Calindo Ruiz, and TF is A.R. 700. (Ed.)

1070 NEW ZEALAND. 12B, Auckland. Heard very strong 7/18 at 0316-0330. (Seaver, Calif.)

1100 BOLIVIA. YRPE, R. Cultura, Carazas, heard 9/6 Tuesday at 1934 full complete ID mentioned slogan, call, city and SW freq., all alone here with no sign of WNYC, soon faded and left only a buzz on the channel. (Foxworth, N.J.)

1115 PANAMA. R. Ministro, Panama, is now hear and runs AM. Still seems to be testing, plays continuously live-minute-long recording between time checks. Requests "sports." (EUBA)

1125 UTLA, LA, here saying "Radio Ministro" (?) over and over at 0115. (Robinson, N.Z.) Above? (Ed.)

1134 UTLA, LA, El Dorado, Loma de Olmos, heard until 2000 s/off with "Conciones Unidas" in SS, many Todeler ads and ISG; Signal fair, as not very strong, and much RM from WNYC. (Parsons, Int.)

1160 NEW ZEALAND. 3XG, Timaru, heard fair to good 6/1 at 0450-0530; play review prior to 0529 ID; only XM was "AM" (SWAN #2??) whistle. (Seaver, Calif.)

1170 UCLANDIA. R. Colosal, Nieva, heard on 6/5 at 0127:30 with SS ID, music, offer for 20 percent (very colorful, I understand), and frequent time checks. "ON relaj de color(?)" fair to good/WNYC off. (Parsons, Int.) (Fred, I'm just thinking here, since you say "all are recent, having been heard either this past week or some other time this summer" if these you list as 6/2, 6/5, etc., shouldn't be 6/9, 6/5, as your data on letter is 6/5, and this was time for aurora opening?? -- Ed.)

1180 UTLA, UTLA, R. Portales, Santiago, heard weakly 3/1 at 0550-0615. (Seaver, Calif.)

1180 UTLA, UTLA, R. Portales, Santiago, heard weakly 3/1 at 0550-0615. (Seaver, Calif.)

1195 UTLA, LA here, good at 0615. (Robinson, N.Z.)
1210 ARGENTINA/BRASIL. LV3, R.Cordoba, Buenos Aires noted with very good signals at s/off 0200 on 8/3; Listed 10 kw, move from 1050. IS is 4 notes on vibrato/rp; organ theme at s/off. Carrier off 0201 leaving at least three week Brazilians; jumbled P3 audio impossible to untangle. LV3 is by far the best but for Argentina these days, no trace of 250 and XER is on late blocking IS10 on 1030. (Nelson, Mass.)

1214 ENGLAND. BBC is thinking of initiating a program called "Radio 247" here to have round-the-clock music programs once the pirates are removed by proposed legislation. The name "Radio 247" is an attempt to give it an up-to-date image and attract the millions now listening to the pirates. This would be inexpensive, as the BBC would simply use the Light Frequency programs (including LV). This is somewhat the type of scheme used recently in Sweden where pirates were banned there by means of legislation imposing heavy fines for anyone who worked on, operated, or advertised for pirates. (Calkin, in Northern Ireland)

1220 CUBA. GNPA stop channel 9/5 at 2100, RPS tells me this is call for this outlet with Cadena Agronienda. If so, it is summer on new freq, but I don't have any listing here on 1220. (Foxworth, N.J.) Not in agreement with RPS Cuban list, above. (Ed.)

1225 INFL. WATERS (Scotland). R. Scotland is the best heard pirate in Belfast. Much later than Caroline. Amos freq. as 242 meters end runs religious (recorded) services on Sunday. In Eire, it conflicts with R. Irocondi transmitters on 1230 in Dublin and Cork. Present sked 0008-2000. (Calkin, in Northern Ireland)

1295 ISLE OF MAN, Manx radio heard well here in daytime. It's on "This is Manx Radio, Isle of Man, broadcasting on 232 meters and 996 kHz;" light music, some hit parade, and ads constitute program. On the air most of the day, but s-on and s/off are sometimes quite irregular. Heard in Belfast better between 0240 and 1000 EST. (Calkin, in Ireland)

1313 NUNAVIYU. Student's Log Time transmitter, UK3-senderer - will this year be operated by Univ. of Cape students 9/1-9/21. In the air Mon-Fri 0800-0930 and daily for 3/4 hour after the end of the Norwegian Home Service. SL-card if return postage is enclosed. Address: UK3-sender, University of Cape, Blindern, Oslo, Norway. (SUCX)

1332 INFL. WATERS (England). R. England may be coming thru evenings with pop mix. heard at times, but like R. Britain, nothing like a log as yet. Too much GM 'R PN. (Cangerfield, Pa.)

1325 COSTA RICA. Spanish speaker heard here occasionally around 0615 and taped report sent to TIRG. (Robinson, NJ) NTTM. ART. Believe FAIO good at 0510 one day here, not heard since; but another NZ DXer says he s-on at 0515. (Robinson, N.J.) Haiti also here. (Ed.)

1330 JAPAN. JCP. Nagoya, seems to be ON now, and another report sent to this non-verifyer. (Robinson, N.J.)

1340 VIRGIN ISL. WSTA has a WA relay from 2330 to 0145. Hopefully, this will quash "mystery station" rumors before they start, hl. Very powerful signal in Charlotte Amalie, unfortunately inaudible in Watertown. (Nelson, Mass.) If they want their license, they'd better cease and desist. WYXN-530 in mucho, mucho trouble. (Ed.)

1375 COSTA RICA. Very loud IA here 0615 7/24 and taped tentative sent to TIRG. (Robinson, N.J.)

1400 THAILAND, That heard here to s/off 1300 daily. Have call here as both HS14S and HS44S. (Robinson, N.J.)

1530 MEXICO. R. Elektra heard at 0230 on 9/5 quite strong carrying ads for 666. Is this XRLZ, P.F.? (Waters, Fla.) Yes. "Elektra" is "ZZ." (Ed.)

1540 GREECE. A reporter from Sweden says the popular Pyrgos Broadcasting station has been stopped by the police. SCIA asks if anyone can confirm this report.

1570 MEXICO. XSNM, Mexico, P.F. with US rock and roll music and a few SS versions of same, with SS IDs. ID's as "4E, SM or 5E Super Music." Is AN MMS. (Waters, Fla.)

1500 FR. GUIANA. Cayenne is scheduled 0545-0600, 1000-1030, and 1530-2000 (Sct. 2100). New station. Info from WH Summer supplement. New country for ECI. (Alan Herriman, P.O. Box 6, Fairfax, Va. 22030)

1515 CILMELA. HLD. R. Minuto, Farrelquilha, at 0200 on 9/5, taking a sideband bouting from KML. (Waters, Fla.)

1520 GUADELOUPE. TGUX, R. Centenario, Guatemala, very strong s/a at 0510-0540. ID at 0536. (Seaver, Calif.)

1525 CHILE. There is getting to be much evidence that the report out of New Zealand to the effect that this station is located in Albania is in fact in error. I have received a letter from Al Sleser in England containing his DP finds, which agree with those madehere and which definitely rule out Albania. I have also received a letter from G. Hansen, the director of the EBU monitoring service about this station: "Those transmissions were also received by the monitoring stations of Western European broadcasting organizations, and in particular, by the EBU's Receiving and Measuring station at Juribee, near Mons in Belgium. They do not seem to have been relay of SW transmissions from Radio Pekin, as they were not affected by the rapid fading which characteristics such transmissions. Neither do they seen to have been transmitted from Albania, as they were received very similarly by the various stations, particularly the Italian stations." (Nelson)

1540 LEBANON. ZHS, Nazareth, logged at 1859 9/5, with EAC spot, EI news, and held for 35 minutes with no sign of WRC. New country. (Harold S. Williams, 52 Third Avenue, Seymour, Conn. 06483) Heard 1345 to past 2030 with ads, Tony Lawrence Show, and "Their Finest Hour at 2030. Excellent, sometimes 20/39. (Persons, Ont.)